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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
The Kootenai River white sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) population has been declining since the
mid-1960s, and there has been an almost complete lack of recruitment of juveniles into the population
since the completion of the Libby Dam in 1974 (USFWS 1994a). Furthermore, the sturgeon Because of
these conditions, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) listed the species as endangered
in September 6, 1994 under the Endangered Species Act of 1974 and designated a reach of this river as
critical habitat for sturgeon survival. The critical habitat reach lies in the Kootenai Flats stretch of the
Kootenai River from River Mile (RM) 141.4 to RM 152.6 (USFWS 2001). This reach extends from
downstream of Shorty’s Island upstream to above the Highway 95 Bridge in Bonners Ferry.
A variety of potential reasons have been identified for the decline in the Kootenai River white sturgeon
population to the point that the species has been listed. The Service in the listing document cited, “[t]he
significant modifications to the natural hydrograph in the Kootenai River caused by flow regulation at
Libby Dam is considered the primary reason for the Kootenai River white Sturgeon’s continuing lack of
recruitment and declining numbers.” (Apperson and Anders, 1991). Other habitat related problems
identified include the elimination of side channel slough habitat in the Kootenai River floodplain as a
result of diking and bank stabilization (Partridge 1983). Other factors that may contribute to the decline
are changes in main channel conditions due to diking, channelization and bank stabilization; pollutants in
the water and substrate, and changes in the substrate composition.
1.2 Study Purpose
This effort has been prompted primarily in association with the substrate issue. Recognizing changes in
substrate conditions as a possible factor contributing to the declining Kootenai River white sturgeon
population, the USFWS issued a Biological Opinion (BiOp) on the Effects to Listed Species from
Operations of the Federal Columbia River Power System (USFWS 2000). In the 2000 BiOp, reasonable
prudent measure (RPM) 8.3i requires evaluation of any changes in depth, water velocity, and substrate in
the vicinity of Bonners Ferry since the Libby Dam became operational. Additionally, the BiOp indicates
in RPM 8.3j, “should spawning/incubation habitat changes be documented, the December 1, 2002 report
identified above shall be expanded to include all feasible remedies such as channel constrictions or other
physical habitat modification(s) to restore and maintain suitable spawning/ incubation substrate, water
velocities, and depths between RK 228 (RM 141.4) and 246 (RM 152.6), or greater water depths above
RK 246.” This study has been primarily undertaken to support efforts associated with these RPMs, but
should prove helpful to other aspects of the efforts to recovery the sturgeon. The specific purpose of this
work is to initiate a geomorphic assessment of the Kootenai River in order to support the determination of
the potential options and their feasibility to achieve improved and suitable Kootenai River white sturgeon
spawning and rearing substrate in the lower Kootenai River, generally near and downstream of Bonners
Ferry, Idaho. The issue of changes in substrate involves a variety of factors that need to be considered to
both understand the possible problem as well as potential measures to improve conditions. This report
presents an initial investigation into the substrate associated with issues with a focus on fluvial
geomorphic considerations. However, understanding of other aspects of the system is needed to
effectively evaluate the potential to improve substrate suitability for spawning. Thus the goals of the
effort have been identified as:
1. Determine and report the history and authorities for federal involvement on the Kootenai River
including treaties, diking district support, flood control, hydropower development, etc.
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2. Review available information to characterize the current state of knowledge on the spawning
and recruitment needs for the white sturgeon.
3. Based on review of available information and site reconnaissance, perform a preliminary
assessment of the current and historical geomorphic conditions in the Kootenai River and their
relationship to the recovery of suitable spawning and recruitment habitat for the white sturgeon.
4. Determine and report the geomorphological timeline and changes to the river before and since
isolation of this species.
5. Based on the reconnaissance information evaluate and report on the potential feasibility of
hydrogeomorphic measures for recovering suitable sturgeon spawning and recruitment habitat in
the Kootenai River from the Canadian border upstream to Kootenai Falls with special emphasis
on the reach of the river currently designated critical habitat for the Kootenai River white
sturgeon.
1.3 Study Scope
Tetra Tech, Inc. was contracted by the Seattle District to perform an initial geomorphic assessment of the
Kootenai River. The scope of the study addresses the Kootenai River between the Canadian border and
Kootenai Falls with an emphasis on the portion of the Kootenai River from Bonners Ferry downstream.
The primary focus of the effort is to create an initial assessment and associated report that presents an
overview of the system and important fluvial geomorphic characteristics pertinent to efforts to recover the
Kootenai River white sturgeon. The following eight tasks were performed in executing the work effort:
Task 1 – Meetings and Coordination
Task 2 – Site Visits
Task 3 – Hydrogeomorphic Information Compilation and Review
Task 4 – Investigation of Fisheries Issues
Task 5 – Subdivision of Study Area into Reaches
Task 6 – Level I Geomorphic Investigation
• An explanation and understanding of the dominant physical processes and their relative
importance to river behavior and the white sturgeon
• A long term and recent historical perspective on the conditions and responses of the system
• Identification of human influences
• Recent and probable future river behavior trends
Task 7 – Initial Assessment of Potential Hydrogeomorphic Measures to Recovery the White Sturgeon
Task 8 – Report Findings
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II. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM
2.1 Basin Description
The Kootenai River drains a basin of 19,300 square miles. Approximately 75 percent of the basin lies
within British Columbia. About half of its 448 mile length lies in Canada, and the remainder flows
through the states of Montana and Idaho (Figure 2.1). The Continental Divide forms much of the eastern
basin boundary. The western and southern boundaries of the Kootenai River basin are formed by the
Selkirk Mountains and Cabinet Mountains, respectively. The Purcell Mountains fill the center portion of
the basin.
The Kootenai River originates in British Columbia and flows southward into northwestern Montana. At
about mid point of the Kootenai River’s length, Libby Dam impounds the nearly 5 million acre-feet (maf)
Lake Koocanusa (Useable storage of 4.93 maf, gross storage of 5.89 maf). Of the 90 miles of Lake
Koocanusa, 48 miles lie in the United States. Below Libby Dam, the Kootenai River turns westward and
flows approximately 20 miles to Libby and another 20 miles to Troy, Montana. At Troy, the Kootenai
River turns northwestward flowing into Idaho. At Bonners Ferry, approximately 35 miles downstream of
Troy, the Kootenai River enters the broad floodplain area known as Kootenai Flats. The surrounding
floodplain has been diked and much of it converted to agriculture in both the United States and Canada.
Flowing northward through Kootenai Flats, the river crosses the international boundary approximately 50
miles downstream of Bonners Ferry. About 25 miles north of the international boundary, the river enters
Kootenay Lake. The Kootenai River exits 50 mile long Kootenay Lake near Nelson, BC through the
Grohman Narrows and flows 23 miles downstream to the Columbia River confluence at Castlegar, BC.
In this lower reach, it is impounded by Corra Linn Dam, about 10 miles downstream of Kootenay Lake.
Depending on flow and lake elevations, the outflow from Kootenay Lake is controlled by either the
Grohman Narrows or Corra Linn Dam.
The Kootenai River basin climate is a combination of a modified west coast marine and continental
climate. Summers are sometimes hot and dry and winters are relatively cold with subzero continental
polar air occasionally settling over the mountains of northern Idaho. Mean annual precipitation averages
30 inches for the basin, generally increases with increasing altitude, and varies from 14 inches in the drier
parts of British Columbia, to an average of 60 inches on some of the higher mountains. The highest
precipitation occurs along the Continental Divide and can exceed 100 inches annually. Annual snowfall
varies from about 40 inches in the lower valleys to an estimated 300 inches in some mountain areas. The
majority of snowfall occurs during the period of November through March. The highest runoff period is
typically the spring and is produced primarily by snowmelt.
2.2 Geologic Setting
The convoluted course of the Kootenai River reflects the influence of structural geology and multiple
glaciations. From its origin in British Columbia, the river flows south-southeast down the Rocky
Mountain Trench (Galay et al. 1983). A few miles south of the U.S. border, the river diverges from the
Trench and flows south down a narrow mountain valley that is now the site of Libby Dam. The abrupt
turn to the west just below Libby dam is a result of the river cutting almost directly across mountain
ridges of the Purcell and Cabinet ranges. In the Kootenai Flats area the river turns north and flows
through the broad Purcell Trench back into Canada, where it enters Kootenay Lake.
The Kootenai watershed is underlain by Precambrian bedrock, primarily metasediments of the Belt
supergroup. These ancient rocks were later intruded by Tertiary plutonic rocks in the western portion of
the watershed (Aadland and Bennett 1979). Folding, faulting, uplift and erosion created the northnorthwest trending mountains and valleys of this northern portion of the Rocky Mountains.
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During at least two glaciations, the Cordilleran ice sheet covered the Kootenai watershed and only the
highest peaks of mountain ranges were exposed above the ice (Alden 1953). The ice broadened and
deepened pre-existing structural valleys. Glacial till was deposited by the ice sheet. During glacial
advances and retreats, the glacier blocked the Kootenai River's outlet creating a huge lake that filled the
valleys of the Kootenai River and its south-side tributaries. In addition, ponded water from glacial Lake
Missoula may at times have inundated the Kootenai Valley. These vast glacial lakes received sediment
from rivers and glaciers and accumulated sediment deposits tens to hundreds of feet thick.
When the ice sheet receded to Canada, the lake level was lowered and rapid erosion of the soft lacustrine
silt beds ensued. The steep, rejuvenated rivers and streams widened their valleys, eroding and
transporting both coarse and fine glacial sediments. As the river downcut, an inner gorge developed that
was flanked by one or more levels of terraces. The high upper terraces are composed primarily of glacial
deposits, while the lower terraces are fluvial deposits such as gravel (Alden 1953). In some places, the
Kootenai River has cut through the glacial sediments into the underlying bedrock. Bedrock is exposed in
the riverbed near the Fisher River, in the Kootenai Falls area, and near Troy. It is also exposed in
riverbanks and bottomlands near Bonners Ferry.
Post-glacial fluvial erosion of glacial sediments produced a huge volume of sediment that was carried
downriver. The bedrock sill at the outlet of the West Arm of Kootenay Lake prevented downcutting. It is
likely that post-glacial Kootenay Lake originally extended south along the Purcell Trench nearly to
Bonners Ferry, but was gradually filled with hundreds of feet of fine sediment eroded from up valley, so
that the lake was gradually converted into a floodplain (Alden 1953). Infilling of the lake continues today
as sediment is deposited in the delta of Kootenay Lake, although the rate has probably slowed appreciably
due to sediment trapping by Libby Dam and other anthropogenic reasons.
2.3 Kootenai River White Sturgeon
The Kootenai River population of the white sturgeon was listed as endangered under the U.S. Endangered
Species Act (ESA) on September 6, 1994 (59 FR 45989) with critical habitat designated in 2000.
Declines in the population were first observed in the 1960s and have continued (USFWS 1999). Other
sources (PWI 1999) infer a decline as early as the 1940s as a reason for stopping commercial sturgeon
harvest. Population estimates indicate that the population has decreased from 7,000 in the late 1970s to
760 in 2000 (Paragamian et al. In Review). The population is reproductively mature, over 80 percent
greater than 20 years old. Consistent reproduction and recruitment has not occurred since the 1950s or
1960s and there have only been a few known successful spawning events since the construction of the
Libby Dam (Paragamian et al. In Review). Table 2.1 presents a timeline of important events and
observations related to the Kootenai River aquatic species including the white sturgeon.
2.3.1 Range
This sturgeon population is found in Kootenay Lake, British Columbia and in the lower Kootenai River in
Idaho (USFWS 1999). Migration barriers limit both upstream and downstream movements of the
population. Kootenai Falls may limit the upstream range of the population, though there is no direct
evidence that the fish moved above Bonners Ferry (Hallock 2003). However, there is anecdotal evidence
of sturgeon upstream of Kootenai Falls, possibly from fish released in Lake Koocanusa. The downstream
extent of the range of the population is limited by Bonnington Falls, also the site of Corra Linn Dam,
downstream of Kootenay Lake. Bonnington Falls is a natural fish barrier that has isolated the Kootenai
River population from the Columbia River populations since the last glaciation, approximately 10,000
years ago (Northcote 1973). Kootenai River sturgeon have developed distinct characteristics from other
white sturgeon populations such as increased activity at cooler temperatures, spawning at cooler
temperatures than other populations, and selection of slower velocities for spawning (Paragamian and
Kruse 2001)
4
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The largest inland white sturgeon on record was caught in the Snake River and weighed 682 kilograms
(1,500 pounds) (Simpson and Wallace 1978). The largest reported sturgeon from the Kootenai River
weighed 159 kg (350 pounds) (Lindsay 1995). In the Kootenai River, females mature as early as age 22
and males at age16 and typically spawn every four years (Paragamian et al. 1997a).
2.3.2 Critical Habitat Designation
Studies in the 1990s indicate that sturgeon spawn in a 19-river kilometer reach from Bonners Ferry
downstream to just below Shorty’s Island (USFWS 1999). The USFWS (2001) designated this reach of
the river from below Shorty’s Island (RKM 228 / RM 141.4) upstream to above the Highway 95 Bridge
(RKM 246 / RM 152.6) as critical habitat for the sturgeon. This reach was identified because it is believed
to provide important spawning and early-life-stage rearing habitat. The critical habitat area extends
laterally to the ordinary high-water lines of each stream bank. Sturgeon spawning areas prior to
construction of the Libby Dam are not specifically known.
2.3.3 Reasons for Decline
The USFWS 1999 Kootenai River white sturgeon recovery plan (USFWS 1999) identified numerous
reasons for the decline of the Kootenai River white sturgeon population including alteration to the natural
hydrograph and river stage, elimination of side-channel slough habitats, change in water temperatures,
alteration of the overall biological productivity, and water quality. These factors are discussed in greater
detail below.

Change in Natural Flows
The hydrograph of the Kootenai River has been dramatically altered due to flow regulation at Libby Dam;
average spring peak flows have decreased by more than 50 percent, and winter flows have increased by
300 percent (Duke 1999). This flow regulation has prevented the natural spring high flow believed
necessary for sturgeon spawning when suitable temperature, water velocity, and photoperiods would have
naturally existed (Duke 1999). Furthermore, it has also been hypothesized that reduced peak flows,
possibly in combination with diking and backwater effects of Kootenay Lake, have allowed fine
sediments to deposit over the cobble and gravel substrates in a portion of the reach where sturgeon are
known to spawn, thus reducing egg survival, larval and juvenile cover, and insect production (Paragamian
et al. 2001a). Recovery efforts have focused on this flattened hydrograph as a primary cause for the lack
of recruitment. To address this, flow augmentation to create spring runoff flows that more closely mimic
historic flow events (Anders et al. 2002) has been pursued as a recovery measure.
The elevation of Kootenay Lake is controlled by Corra Linn Dam or Grohman Narrows, depending on
conditions. Since construction of Cora Linn Dam and excavation of the Grohman Narrows the
interpretation of the 1938 International Joint Commission Order, which specifies the control of Kootenay
Lake, has resulted in the reduction of the mean maximum elevations of the Kootenay Lake by 2 meters
(Duke 1999). Because of the reduced backwater effect of the lake, this decrease in lake elevation results
in a lower river stage at Bonners Ferry and upstream areas recognized to have preferred substrates for
sturgeon spawning (Paragamian and Kruse 2001).
Changes in the natural hydrology of the Kootenai River are believed to be a primary reason for sturgeon
population declines (Duke 1999). This is a complex issue affecting both the behavior of the fish and the
habitat in which they spawn. Egg collection data indicate that Kootenai River sturgeon spawn in the reach
between RK 228 (RM 141.7) and 240 (RM 149.1) (Paragamian et al. 2001a). This reach is dominated by
sandy substrates, which causes the adhesive eggs to become entombed in sand upon settling to the river
bottom and reduces egg survival drastically (Paragamian et al. 2001a). In this reach, white sturgeon
spawn in the main channel where water depths are greater than 5 meters and velocities are 0.5-1.0 m/s
5
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(Paragamian et al. 2001a). This is believed to reduce egg survival. Little is known about the Kootenai
River white sturgeon early life stages after hatching, as efforts to collect other early life stages have been
unsuccessful.
The initiation of spawning migrations and the act of spawning in the Kootenai River appears to be related
to water temperature, flows, and river stage (Paragamian and Kruse 2001). Spring spawning migrations
coincide with increases in temperature and flows, with spawning typically occurring in May and June
when temperatures are 10-12°C, with 9.5-9.9 °C believed to be optimal. White sturgeon are broadcast
spawners, typically releasing their eggs over gravel and cobble substrates in swift currents (Simpson and
Wallace, 1978). The eggs are adhesive and stick to the substrate and must remain well oxygenated for
development. Coarse substrates also provide cover for yolk-sac larvae prior to free-swimming stage.
Parsley et al. (1993) characterized white sturgeon spawning and early life history habitat in the lower
Columbia River. These conditions represent what is believed to be high quality spawning and rearing
habitat for white sturgeon. In the lower Columbia River, spawning and embryo incubation occurred in
the swiftest available velocities (mean water column velocity 0.8 to 2.8 m/s) in areas with cobble,
boulder, and bedrock substrates. Temperatures during spawning ranged from 10 to 18 degrees C, with a
median temperature of 14°C. Following hatching, the yolk-sac larvae enter the water column and are
transported to areas with lower velocities and greater depth where they seek cover in the substrate until
the yolk sac is absorbed (Brannon et al. 1985). Once the yolk sacs are absorbed the fry emerge from the
substrate. Parsley et al. (1993) found young-of-the-year sturgeon in areas with depths ranging from 9 to
57 meters, mean water column velocities of 0.6 m/s and less, and clay, mud and silt, sand, gravel, and
cobble substrates. Juveniles (ages 1 to 7) were found at depths of 2 to 58 meters, in velocities that were
1.2 m/s or less, with clay, mud and silt, sand, gravel, cobble, boulder, and bedrock substrates.
White sturgeon spawning in the lower Fraser River was documented by Perrin et al. (2003). Eggs and
larvae were collected at multiple locations in a side channel. Locations where eggs were collected were
characterized as cobble and boulder, cobble dominated, mostly sand with some gravel, or
sand/gravel/cobble mix. The substrate composition at the egg collection sites was influenced by channel
morphology. Temperatures were 13-19 ºC; near bed velocities were 1.3 to 2.2 m/s and averaged 1.7 m/s.
At larvae collection sites velocities were 0.5-1.5 m/s and averaged 1.0 m/s, depths were 0.5 to 6.5 meters
and averaged 2.7 meters, and temperatures averaged 14.5 ºC.
In the Kootenai River sturgeon spawn over sand substrate, which is suboptimal according to spawning
habitat criteria developed for sturgeon in the Columbia River (Parsley and Beckman 1994), and believed
to be deleterious to egg survival and may be a significant source of mortality (Brannon et al. 1985). In the
Kootenai River, conditions similar to those that Columbia River sturgeon spawn in (swift water habitats
with gravel and cobble substrates) are found upstream of their current spawning location, from RK 245 at
Bonners Ferry and upstream (Paragamian et al. 2001a). However, data indicate that sturgeon rarely spawn
in the area near Bonners Ferry with gravel and cobble substrates and high velocities. The USGS has
identified buried cobble and gravel substrate in the reach from Bonners Ferry to Deep Creek (USGS
2001b).
Paragamian et al. (2001a) suggested that the current location of Kootenai River sturgeon spawning may
be related not only to flows, but also to the spring water surface elevation of Kootenay Lake, British
Columbia. Downstream of Bonners Ferry, the Kootenai River has a low gradient and is affected by a
backwater effect from Kootenay Lake to Bonners Ferry. The study of spawning migrations indicates that
the distance that the sturgeon migrate is related to flows and river stage (Paragamian et al. 2001a). There
is an apparent trend for the sturgeon to respond to increased elevation of Kootenay Lake, and a
corresponding increased river stage at Bonners Ferry, to migrate farther upstream to spawn (Paragamian
et al. 2001a). Kootenai River white sturgeon select velocities between 0.2 and 1.0 m/s for spawning, and
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under existing conditions in the Kootenai River find these velocities downstream of Bonners Ferry where
substrates are dominated by sand. This behavior is thought to occur because the fish are seeking specific
velocities, and that these preferred velocities are found farther upstream when Kootenay Lake elevations
increase (Paragamian et al. 2001a). Young (2002) reported that juveniles were found primarily in pools
and glides, where depths ranging from 3.1 to 23 meters, nose velocities ranged from 0 to 0.52
meters/second, mean water column velocities ranged from 0 to 0.47 meters/second, and substrates were
usually sand or clay/silt/mud.
Channelization and Elimination of Side-Channel Slough Habitats
The majority of the Kootenai River floodplain has been developed into drainage districts, and the stream
channelized and stabilized to provide flood protection. This has reduced the abundance of side-channels,
sloughs, and other backwater habitats as well as reduced connectivity between the main channel and
floodplain. Development of the Creston Valley Wildlife Management Area in British Columbia and the
Kootenai National Wildlife Refuge in Idaho has also reduced the abundance of side-channel slough
habitats and isolated floodplains from connection with the main channel. In combination with hydrograph
alterations, these changes have resulted in a loss of early life history habitats believed to be necessary for
survival (USFWS 1999).
Water Temperature Changes
Flow regulation at Libby Dam has increased average winter water temperatures 3 ºC and decreased
summer water temperatures by 1 to 2 ºC compared to pre-dam conditions (Partridge 1983). In addition,
temperatures may be cooler in the spring during large water releases and spills at Libby Dam (USFWS
1999). Rapid decreases in temperature of more than 2 °C during the spawning period have been reported
to cause fish to cease spawning migrations and activities and abandon the spawning reach (Paragamian
and Kruse 2001).
Alteration of Biological Productivity
Lake Koocanusa acts as a nutrient sink for the system, settling out as much as 63 percent of influent total
phosphorus and 25 percent of total nitrogen, and trapping over 95 percent of inflowing sediment (Iskandar
and Shukla 1981). The reduced nutrient supply downstream of Libby Dam and corresponding decreased
productivity of the lower Kootenai River and Kootenay Lake may have affected the sturgeon population
by decreasing the prey abundance and food availability for some life stages and reducing the overall
carrying capacity of the system for supporting sturgeon populations (USFWS 1999).
Water Quality
In the 1950s and 1960s fertilizer production, sewage, lead-zinc mining, and vermiculite discharges are
believed to have caused water quality problems that are deleterious to white sturgeon and other native fish
populations (USFWS 1999). These water quality problems may have contributed to the population
declines that were observed prior to construction of Libby Dam. The introduction of contaminants to the
river has been implicated as a possible contributor to poor reproductive success (Kruse and Scarnecchia
2002). Although the quantity of pollutants entering the river has significantly decreased from pollution
control measures at industrial point sources, the complete closure of some operations from the 1970s to
the early 1990s, and the construction of Libby Dam, they persist in the sediments and from bioaccumulation. For example, Kruse and Scarnecchia (2001) reported that copper and Arochlor 1260 found
in river-bound sediments might be reducing survival of white sturgeon eggs in the Kootenai River.
2.4 Timeline of Human Influences
The Kootenai River Watershed Assessment Report by the Pacific Watershed Institute (PWI 1999)
contains a timeline and text that summarizes major development events and observations of changing
fisheries. In this section, findings from the watershed assessment and additional information that were
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obtained from USACE files and general literature search are provided. This information is presented to
provide a historical view of events that may have directly or indirectly affected or the hydrology, fluvial
geomorphology and other components of habitat that support Kootenai River white sturgeon. Table 2.2
summarizes the information from this section.
2.4.1 Early Settlement
Archeologists have traced the presence of Native Americans in the Kootenai River Basin back 14,000
years, which roughly coincides with the last extension of glacial ice. The Ktunaxa people, who were
fishermen, and hunters of small game and bison, traveled widely throughout northern Idaho, British
Columbia, and northwestern Montana (PWI 1999). The Kutenai tribe, descendants from the Ktunaxa,
were gathered into reservations during the later 1800s (Knudson 1994).
David Thompson conducted the first non-native geographic exploration in 1808. Trappers had already
found the Kootenai valley prior to Thompson’s arrival. Establishment of the first trading post by
Thompson resulted in increased beaver trapping. The reduction in beaver population by trapping was
likely one of the first human activities causing hydrologic changes to the valley, due to the removal of
storage and aquatic habitat associated with ponds and vegetative water storage. A mission was established
on the Tobacco Plains in 1845. During the 1860s, miners began to settle in the basin with the community
of Libby established in 1862 during a gold rush. Access to the area was provided by completion of the
Great Northern Railroad in 1893 and the Canadian Pacific Railroad was finished in 1898 (Knudson 1994).
2.4.2 Agriculture and Dikes
The valley between Bonners Ferry, Idaho and Kootenay Lake in Canada is the primary agricultural area
within the Kootenai River basin. Significant agricultural activity in the Kootenai valley started in the
1880s when W.A. Baillie-Grohman began to drain wetlands for farming in Canada. Construction of dikes
and draining of wetlands to allow farming continued throughout the early portion of the 20th century.
By 1931, nine drainage/diking districts had already constructed levees, drainage ditches and pumping
stations “for the reclamation and protection of about 22,000 acres of land” in the Kootenai Flats area in
Idaho (House Document No. 157, 1931; cited in Pick 1991). This is confirmed by aerial photographs
from 1932, which show levees along most but not all banks of the river below Deep Creek. The portion of
the river between Deep Creek and Bonners Ferry appears to have been completely leveed by 1932.
Setback levees above Bonners Ferry in the braided portion of the river were also constructed by 1932.
This portion of the river was also constrained by construction of the railroad embankment around the turn
of the century. Approximately 7 more diking districts were formed later, resulting in some level of
protection by levees of 94 percent of the land in Kootenai Flats by the end of the 1940s(Pick 1991).
Similar to the situation in Idaho, early diking had placed nearly one half or 17,000 acres of the Kootenai
River floodplain in British Columbia behind dikes (Redwing Naturalists 1996) by the 1940s. Additional
dikes were constructed in the Duck Lake area in the 1950s. The Creston Valley Wildlife Management
Area (CVWMA) was established in 1968, encompassing 17,000 acres of unreclaimed wetlands and
uplands. To manage water levels on individual wetlands on the CVWMA, diking programs were carried
out in the 1970s.
Prior to Libby Dam, destructive spring floods that overtopped levees occurred one to several times per
decade. Levee maintenance in the United States was performed by the diking districts until 1948, when
the federal government took over these efforts. USACE files document frequent bank protection projects
in the Bonners Ferry vicinity in the 1950s and 1960s. Some levee sections were set back hundreds of feet
after they were damaged or destroyed.
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Levee maintenance was greatly reduced in the 1970s once Libby Dam had decreased flood flows and
erosion rates (USACE 1983). However, farmers and other property owners continued to claim erosion
damages. In anticipation of such claims funds were appropriated in 1974 to assist with bank protection.
These funds had probably been spent by about the mid-1980s (Pick 1991). Seattle District files contain
records of annual levee inspections throughout the 1990s.
Diking and drainage efforts impacted the Kootenai River system in several ways. This includes a
reduction in floodplain interaction, confinement of flows and energy to the main channel, changes in river
stage, alteration of scour and deposition processes in both the channel and floodplain, disconnection of
side channel and slough habitats, and reduction in wetland acreage.
2.4.3 Dams and Reservoirs
Along with the impacts of diking and field drainage in Kootenai Flats, flow regulation by dams has been
one of the greatest impacts on aquatic habitat in the Kootenai River basin. The first significant dam on
the Kootenai was Corra Linn Dam, completed in 1931 several miles below the outlet of Kootenay Lake in
British Columbia. The dam is capable of backing up water over the outlet of Kootenay Lake and thus
controlling the level of Kootenay Lake. The influence of Corra Linn extends throughout Kootenai Flats,
since changes in Kootenay Lake level influence the river stage upstream to Bonners Ferry. To reduce
flooding and groundwater seepage, the Grohman Narrows, outlet to Kootenay Lake, was blasted and
dredged in the late 1930s. As a result of this action and in combination with operations at Corra Linn,
Kootenay Lake stages are lowered during high flow periods by up to several feet, depending on discharge.
Conversely, Corra Linn Dam increases Kootenay Lake levels by up to 6 feet during portions of the year.
The required management of Kootenay Lake levels throughout the year are prescribed by the
International Joint Commission in the Order of 1938 (IJC 1938).
Public Law 516, Flood Control Act of May 17, 1950, authorized Libby Dam, located upstream of the
Fisher River confluence and east of Libby. The authorized purposes of the project are local flood control
on the Kootenai River in Montana and Idaho, downstream flood control on the Lower Columbia and
hydroelectric power generation (USACE 1984a). Construction of the dam began in 1966 and was
completed in 1973. Initiation of water storage started in 1972 with a full pool achieved on July 29, 1974.
Libby Dam has a usable storage of approximately 4.93 maf and gross storage of 5.89 maf. The first
power generation started at Libby in 1975 with the initial 4 units completed by 1976. Unit 5 was
completed in 1984. With the five units currently installed, electrical generation capacity is 525,000 kW.
The maximum discharge with all 5 units in operations is considered to be 25,000 cfs without fear of
mechanical problems. An additional 1,000 cfs can be passed over the spillway without causing dissolved
gas supersaturation problems (USACE 2002). Further discussion of the Libby Dam influences on the
Kootenai River hydrology are provided in Chapter III.
Prior to construction of Libby Dam, two dams were built in the early 1920s on Canadian tributaries of the
Kootenai River: Aberfelde Dam on the Bull River and Elko Dam on the Elk River. Together these dams
trapped sediment from 1,940 square miles of the upper watershed (USACE 1971).
Duncan Dam was constructed in British Columbia on the Duncan River, which enters Kootenay Lake
from the north, in 1967. Storage in the reservoir is 1,400,000 acre feet. All of the storage may be used for
flood control (USACE 1999).
Smaller hydroelectric power generation projects were constructed downstream of Libby Dam on Lake
Creek in 1917 and on the Moyie River in 1949. Natural falls near the location of these two dams blocked
fish passage prior to construction of the dams.
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The operation of dams for storage associated with flood control and hydroelectric power generation in the
Kootenai River Basin has caused a change in the magnitude and temporal distribution of flows. However,
the projects have negligible impacts on the total volume of flow. Primary changes to the hydrology and
geomorphology of the Kootenai River include: reduction in peak flow magnitude, increase in the flow
level during low flow periods, trapping of sediments in reservoirs and the resulting reduction in sediment
supply to downstream reaches, reduction in floodplain connectivity and alteration of the erosion and
sedimentation processes.
2.4.4 Mining
Mining has been active in the Kootenai River basin since the gold rush of 1862 near Libby, Montana.
Mining activities became widespread throughout the basin by the late 1880s. A variety of water quality
impacts associated with historic mining activities are identified by PWI (1999). These include heavy
metals, high levels of suspended sediments and turbidity, elevated nitrate levels, and selenium. PWI
(1999) also indicates that actions have been taken to reduce the water quality impacts from mining. These
include: a recycling process for tailings ponds on the ASARCO mine on Lake Creek, restoration efforts at
the Snowshoe Mine on Libby Creek, installation of a closed circuit re-circulation system for processing at
Rainy Creek mine just upstream of Libby, and treatment facilities installed on mines in the St Mary’s
watershed.
Within the Kootenai River near Bonners Ferry, gravel has been mined from two point bars in the braided
reach (Michael Gondek, USDA NRCS, Bonners Ferry, personal communication, September 19, 2002).
One of the bars is portrayed as an active gravel pit in the photo-revised 1995 USGS Bonners Ferry
quadrangle. The second bar, on the south side of the river, was mined and then eroded sometime between
1968 and 1992.
2.4.5 Forest Management
Timber harvest began in the 1890s, but access to most of the forested portions of the watershed was
limited. PWI (1999) indicates log drives on the Kootenai and its tributaries were used to transport wood
products as far downstream as Bonners Ferry. Splash dams were used in the small tributaries and are
expected to have impacted these streams by scouring the bed and eroding the banks. From 1910 to the
1940s, railroad lines were constructed to support logging. Roads replaced the railroads by the 1950s, but
access was still limited to the main watercourses. In the 1960s timber harvest activities began to expand
across much of the forest. By the late 1970s forestry practices were being adopted to mitigate erosion and
protect riparian areas. In their assessment, PWI (1999) identified two tributaries with potentially elevated
sediment loads due to forest practices: the Fisher River and Boulder Creek.
2.4.6 Industrial and Municipal Uses
The communities of Cranbrook, Kimberley, Fernie, Creston, Sparwood and Elkford in British Columbia;
Libby, Troy and Eureka in Montana and Bonners Ferry in Idaho are significant municipalities that
discharge secondary treated water to the Kootenai River. In addition to these point sources, there are
many small community systems and individual septic systems.
Besides the discharges from mine processing previously discussed, a major industrial discharge in British
Columbia was Cominco’s ammonium phosphate fertilizer plant that began production in 1953. By 1965,
new production created more waste than the plant’s disposal faculties could properly dispose of and
higher levels of pollutants created toxic conditions for aquatic organisms in the St. Mary River (Richards
1997). Levels of phosphates and ammonia decreased in the effluent following pollution abatement in
1975. The plant closed in 1987. Knudson (1994) attributes the boom in kokanee production in Kootenay
Lake in the 1950s through 1970s as largely a response to high concentrations of phosphorus.
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2.5 Authorities
A variety of authorities, treaties and associated actions form the basis for the planning and management of
the Kootenai River in the United States and Canada. Appendix A provides a listing and summary of
some of the most significant of these items that influence the management of the system and the recovery
of the Kootenai River white sturgeon.
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Table 2.1 - Timeline of Biological Management Activities, Observations and Natural Events, Kootenai River
Basin
Date
Event
1850s
First eastern brook and rainbow trout stocked in lower Kootenai River
Late 1880s

Beaver trapping – removal of beaver ponds

1894

Very large flood occurred in Troy and elsewhere (largest Kootenai River flood on record)

1900

Commercial harvest of aquatic species begins

1916

40 year flood event.

1940s

Stocking of non-natives becomes a practice by F&G agencies

1940s

Sturgeon population declines – commercial fishing stopped in 1944

1948

25 year flood event

1950s and 1960s
1956

Declines in sturgeon populations first observed with speculation that the declines were
due to poor water quality conditions from industrial and mining development
10 year flood event

1960s

Introduction of mysis shrimp into Kootenay Lake

1970s

Sturgeon catch declines

1979

Sturgeon fishing prohibited in Montana

Late 1970s

Take of sturgeon from sport fishing increases

1984

Sturgeon harvest prohibited in Idaho

1990

Sturgeon harvest prohibited in B.C.

1991

Initiation of experimental spring flows required for white sturgeon spawning

1993 (July 7)

USFWS proposed that the Kootenai River white sturgeon be listed as endangered

1994 (September 6)

Kootenai River population of the white sturgeon listed as Endangered by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service.
USFWS Biological Opinion: Effects to listed species from operations of the Federal
Columbia River Power System
Designation of 11.2 river miles of critical habitat for Kootenai River white sturgeon

2000
2001
2002

Upper Columbia Alternative Flood Control and Fish Operations Interim Implementation
Libby and Hungry Horse Dams Montana, Idaho, and Washington Final Environmental
Assessment (VARQ)
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Table 2.2 - Timeline of Water Resources and other Human Development Activities, Kootenai River Basin
Date
Event
14,000 before present

First Native American presence

1808

David Thompson establishes first trading post, beaver trapping increases

1845

Mission established on Tobacco Flats

1862

Town of Libby established during gold rush

1880s

River was dredged for steamers from Bonners Ferry to Moyie River

Late 1880s

Mining becomes widespread throughout the basin

1890s

Early attempts at dike construction in British Columbia

1890s

Commercial timber harvest begins in the Kootenai River Basin

1892

Railroad line built in Bonners Ferry and lower Kootenai Valley

Early 1900s

Wetland drainage and conversion to agriculture

Early 1900s

Floodplain diking below Bonners Ferry in Idaho

1900

Commercial harvest of aquatic species begins

1909
1910

Boundary Waters Treaty between Canada and United States establishes an International
Joint Commission
Railroads built to provide access to timber harvest areas

1917

Lake Creek Dam in operation

Early 1920s

Aberfelde Dam on the Bull River and Elko Dam on the Elk River constructed

1927-1950

1929

Creston Reclamation Company and the Duck Lake Diking District sought and received
IJC approval on four occasions to construct and improve dikes adjacent to Kootenai
River and in the Duck Lake area for the reclamation of flooded lands
USGS installs 300 observation wells to test groundwater levels

1930s

Dredging/blasting of Grohman Narrows at Kootenay Lake Outlet increases capacity

1930s

Dikes constructed and land drained for agricultural use in ID and BC

1932

Corra Linn Dam completed

1938

1939

IJC Order of Approval to construct and operate Corra Linn Dam so as to store a
maximum of 6 feet of additional water to Kootenay Lake from September 1 to April 1,
this can increase as far upstream as Bonners Ferry
By this time nearly one half of the floodplain was behind dikes

1940s

Levees built from Bonners Ferry to the Canadian border

1944
1949

First 2 units of Brilliant Dam and Lake completed
Moyie River Dam completed

1950s -1970s

1950s

Army Corps of Engineers bank erosion and levee projects undertaken at or near Bonners
Ferry
Fishermen reported decline in water quality in the river: increased algal growth and
sedimentation
Levees built in Troy and Libby

1950s

Roads replace railroads for timber harvest access

1950

Libby Dam authorized. International Joint Commission (IJC) recommends development
of Libby Dam Project.
Cominco fertilizer plant constructed begins operation, increasing the phosphorus load to
the Kootenai River
Libby Dam Project construction application stalled in IJC over issue of compensation for
project impacts
High levee built to protect Bonners Ferry (plans dated 1956)

1950s

1953
1954
Late 1950s
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Date

Event

1961

Libby Dam Project revived when Congress endorsed Columbia River Treaty

1966 (June)

Construction begins on Libby Dam

1967

Duncan Dam completed

1968

1970s
1971
1972

The Creston Valley Wildlife Management Area, encompassing 17,000 acres of unreclaimed wetlands and uplands, formally established
Water quality improvements – waste water control and effluent recycling
Creston Wildlife Management Authority sought and received approval to convert the
southerly part of Duck Lake into a waterfowl nesting area
Improved forestry practices adopted to mitigate erosion
90 more observation wells are installed in the Kootenai flats
First pool raise initiated at Libby Dam.

1973 (Spring)
1974 (July 29)

Libby Dam construction completed.
Full pool achieved at Libby Dam.

1974

1975 (August)

Water Resources Act of 1974. Corps creates fund of $1.5 million to compensate property
owners for increased pumping costs and damages due to erosion associated with Libby
Dam operation.
Power generation starts at Libby

1975 (October 1)

Canal Plant (Kootenay Canal) goes into service

1976

All four original generation units at Libby Dam complete

1977

First actual observed improvements of water quality

1980s – present

Mining (residual chronic levels of toxins in sediments)

1984

Unit 5 at Libby Powerhouse put in service

1987

Cominco fertilizer plant closed

Late 1960s
1970
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Figure 2.1 - Kootenai River Basin
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III. GEOMORPHIC ASSESSMENT
This section presents a discussion of the geomorphology of the Kootenai River. Historical records were
obtained from agencies to help in determining changes that may have occurred in the system. Historical
information included reports, communications, aerial photographs, maps and cross section surveys. In
additional to this information, general hydrologic, hydraulic and sediment transport calculations were
performed to provide additional insight on current and historical conditions on the Kootenai River.
3.1 Description of Reaches
The United States portion of the Kootenai River was divided into reaches on the basis of geomorphology
and sturgeon utilization. From downstream to upstream, these are the Meander, Straight, Braided and
Confined Reaches. These reaches were further subdivided to further refine the characterization of the
study area. The reach delineations are presented in Figure 3.1. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 present summaries of
morphometric parameters describing the characteristics of each reach.
Figure 3.2 shows an overall profile of the Kootenai River. Gradients generally decrease in the
downstream direction from about 6 feet per mile in the Confined Reaches between Libby Dam and the
Moyie confluence to less than 0.2 feet per mile in the Meandering Reaches (Kootenai Flats area).
Figure 3.3 shows thalweg profiles plotted from historic cross-sections from 1929 and 1950 for the
Meander and Straight reaches. The gradient of the Meander Reaches is so flat that the elevation
difference between crossings and pools exceeds the downstream change in elevation by two orders of
magnitude. Approximate bed gradients were computed by comparing crossing crests in straight reaches,
which form the highest points in the profile. The overall bed gradient for the Meander Reaches is 0.2 feet
per mile (0.00004). The bed gradient for the Straight Reaches increases considerably to 3 feet per mile
(0.0006). No detailed thalweg profiles are available for the Braided and Confined Reaches, but due to
steeper slopes the bed gradient is approximately the same as the low-flow water surface gradient. In the
Braided Reaches and portions of the Straight Reaches, water surface gradients decrease during floods due
to backwater effects (Figure 3.4).
3.1.1 Meandering Reaches (RM 0 to 43.75)
The three Meandering Reaches extend from the Canadian border at Porthill to Deep Creek. The river
meanders across the nearly-flat Purcell Trench, a former lake bed. The river's 2- to 3-mile-wide
floodplain is inset between terraces of lacustrine silt. The river is very sinuous and has high-amplitude
meander bends that historically migrated laterally. Cutoffs occurred occasionally when a migrating bend
cut through the neck of the next bend downstream. These processes have left behind scrollbar topography
and oxbow lakes on the floodplain. Levees and flood control have greatly slowed the rate of channel
migration. Perhaps because the river is unable to move laterally, point bars are either lacking or consist of
narrow slivers of sand. Levees confine the river to a narrow corridor.
Thousands of years of fluvial deposition have built the meander belt up to about elevation 1760, which is
the height of natural levees and presumably about the pre-dam bankfull elevation. These river deposits
are at least 3 feet higher than the former lake bed that comprises the rest of the floodplain.
Meander Reach 1 has almost no bars and scrollbar topography is lacking due to lower channel migration
rates. In addition, channel migration processes have probably been operating for a shorter length of time,
since this area was more recently a lake bed.
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Meander Reach 2 has the highest sinuosity and well-developed scrollbars corresponding with higher rates
of lateral channel migration, possibly a result of the slightly higher bed gradient (see Appendix B for
Kootenai Flats Erosion Study Maps). A cutoff in Meander Reach 2 occurred sometime between 1965 and
1983, reducing the sinuosity and increasing the bed gradient. The meander belt occupies over half the
floodplain in most locations.
Meander Reach 3 begins at the downstream end of the designated Critical Habitat Reach for sturgeon
(RM 35.9 from Canadian border or RM 141.4 from Columbia River confluence). It is somewhat less
sinuous. There is a split channel around Shorty's Island, which was already present in the 1928 map.
Well-developed scrollbars exist on the west side of the floodplain, but are mostly lacking on the east side
that has a wide natural levee. The floodplain is dominated by large sloughs that likely carried a large
portion of the river's floodwaters prior to Libby Dam.
3.1.2 Straight Reaches(RM 43.75 to RM 47.4)
The two short Straight Reaches form a transition zone between the sand-bedded Meander Reaches and the
gravel-bedded Braided Reaches. The Straight Reaches comprise the upstream part (RM 47.4 from
Canadian border or RM 152.6 from Columbia River confluence) of the Critical Habitat Reach for
sturgeon, which ends a short distance above the Bonners Ferry highway bridge. Both reaches have manmade levees on top of the natural levees.
Straight Reach 1 flows east to west across the Purcell Trench. The river has broad natural levees formed
by thousands of years of fine sediment deposition from flows that overtopped the banks. The presence of
these natural levees suggests that little or no channel migration occurred in this reach under premanagement conditions. The broad floodplain (the former bed of the glacial lake) is up to 10 feet lower
than the natural levees. There are well-established flood channels that run sub-parallel to the river and
also have natural levees. In Straight Reach 2, the floodplain necks down between highlands formed by
glacial deposits underlain in places by bedrock. This reach includes the City of Bonners Ferry and the
highway and railroad bridges.
3.1.3 Braided Reaches (RM 47.4 to 54.4)
The Braided Reaches are characterized by multiple channels separated by gravel bars and vegetated
islands. The floodplain shows numerous scars that are traces of braided channels.
Braided Reach 1 has a wider, more active set of channels with higher rates of bank erosion than braided
Reach 2. The river has a mile-wide valley, but is moderately confined by setback levees on the north side
and a railroad embankment on the south side. The river cut through a large bend sometime between 1928
and 1963 (Appendix B). This reduced channel sinuosity and was followed by lateral bank erosion as the
new channel adjusted its course. The former bend, on the north side of the floodplain, still carries flow in
several narrow channels.
Braided Reach 2 has a somewhat narrower floodplain and in places the river abuts the valley wall or the
glacial terrace just south of the railroad grade. The general channel pattern has been stable from 1928
through 2000, with a braided channel in some places and a single-thread channel in others. The high
floodplain south of the railroad in Braided Reach 2 is believed to have been an active river channel during
glacial recession and subsequent downcutting (Alden 1953). The lack of channel scars (see Appendix B Kootenai Flats Erosion Study, Plate 6) suggests that it has not been occupied by the river since glacial
recession except for overbank flooding.
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3.1.4 Confined Reaches (RM 54.4 to 113.5)
The Confined Reaches are characterized by steeper gradients and narrow, bedrock valleys. The river is
confined by bedrock or narrow glacio-fluvial terraces. Kootenai Falls, a natural barrier to fish migration,
is the boundary between Confined Reach 1 and 2. The curving valley wall imparts a moderate degree of
sinuosity to the channel.
In the Idaho portion of Confined Reach 1, the river flows generally northwest parallel to the bedrock
structure along the Moyie-Leonia fault. The inner gorge is deep and narrow with no significant
floodplain. Boulder Creek, a steep south-side tributary at the Idaho-Montana line, reportedly has an
elevated sediment load from erosion of forest roads (PWI 1999).
Upon entering Montana, the Kootenai River flows generally east to west across the structural grain of the
landscape. The valley becomes slightly wider and the inner gorge less deep. The narrow valley widens at
Troy and Libby where tributary valleys cross the river. One-hundred to 400-foot-high terraces of glacial
silt and glaciofluvial deposits line the river valley in these embayments, but the river continues to be
confined within an inner gorge inset between the terraces. Lacustrine silt terraces also line the south-side
tributary valleys: Fisher River, Libby Creek and Lake Creek. Landslides and bank erosion of the terraces
contribute a high fine sediment load to the Kootenai River. The Fisher River also is considered to have a
high sediment load due to forest practices (PWI 1999).
Kootenai River downcutting (post-glacial and probably pre-glacial) has been faster than downcutting of
the smaller tributaries. For instance, the Moyie River has a hanging valley with a high bedrock waterfall
near the mainstem. Libby Creek, Lake Creek, Callahan Creek and others flow across terraces before
finally dropping down to the level of the river. Gradual downcutting through the terraces destabilizes the
banks and contributes to the sediment load.
3.2 Qualitative Assessment of Sediment Supply Conditions
The upper portions of the Kootenai River receive sediment from the steep Purcell Mountains to the west
and erosion of glacial drift and remnant terraces in the river valley and eastern watershed (Alden 1953).
As part of the analysis and design effort for Libby Dam, estimates of sediment supply from this portion of
the watershed were made by the Corps of Engineers. These estimates included suspended sediment and
bedload transport rates to calculate the probable loss of storage in Lake Koocanusa (USACE 1970-1974).
These estimates are further described below.
The Corps calculated an average annual suspended load of 1,481,000 tons per year using data from three
years of daily suspended sediment samples in combination with 51 years of water discharge
measurements from the Kootenai River near Rexford gage. Almost all (96 percent) of the suspended
sediment was transported during the snowmelt months of May through July. Compared with the Rexford
gage, average suspended sediment load was 40 percent higher at the Kootenai River below Libby Dam
gage, located about three miles downstream from Libby Dam (Table 3.3). The sediment yield per square
mile was 30 percent higher at the below Libby Dam gage than at the Rexford gage. It is not clear why the
“below Libby Dam” gage was not used to calculate sediment inflow to Libby Dam, but a memo in the file
suggested that suspended load at the downstream gage was elevated due to erosion from dam construction
(USACE 1970-1974). The gage was located just upstream of the Fisher River confluence, so sediment
from that river may have influenced the measurements as well. It should be noted that the Rexford
sediment measurements already reflected a reduced load due to the two reservoirs in Canada (Aberfelde
Dam on the Bull River and Elko Dam on the Elk River), which might explain the lower contribution of
sediment per unit area.
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Bedload transport into Lake Koocanusa was estimated using the Schoklitsch 1934 formula with the
Rexford hydrologic record, together with average width, average gradient and sediment size from a single
gravel sample. The calculated bedload transport capacity of 401,000 tons per year is 27 percent of
suspended sediment load, which is unusually high. Had a sediment budget been constructed to estimate
the supply of coarse sediment from the watershed, it may have been determined that the available amount
of bedload sediment was less than the transport capacity. This is a common situation in confined
mountain rivers, which tend to be supply-limited.
An effective way of estimating long-term sediment yield is from reservoir surveys. Lake Koocanusa is 90
miles long with a maximum depth of about 370 feet, so virtually all sediment that enters the lake is
trapped. The reservoir has an estimated trap efficiency of 94 to 97 percent under average flow conditions,
but during peak flows in May and June about 12 percent of the suspended sediment is estimated to pass
through the dam (USACE 1970 to1974). All bedload sediment is trapped by the reservoir. The Sediment
Observation Plan for Libby Dam proposed the establishment and remeasurement of sediment ranges
(USACE 1971). Sediment ranges within the reservoir were intended to determine the rate of infilling.
Ten sediment ranges in the river as far downstream as Libby were intended to measure possible
degradation or aggradation. No records from the Sediment Observation Plan were found and it does not
appear it was implemented. It likely was considered a low priority, as the calculations described above
indicated that Lake Koocanusa would lose less than 2 percent of its storage volume in 100 years, and
downstream channel degradation was unlikely.
The potential for general bed degradation immediately downstream of Libby Dam was evaluated using
the Schoklitsch equation with an 800-foot-wide channel, channel gradient of 0.001, and an assumed
gravel size of two inches (USACE 1971). Small rates of transport (2 to 4 tons per day) were predicted in
the 55,000 to 60,000 cfs flow range, with no bedload transport at 50,000 cfs (This discharge is less than
the 1.5-year event for the pre-dam condition, but equal to the 100-year event for the post-dam condition at
the dam and in excess of the 10-year event at Leonia.). Downstream degradation was considered unlikely
because the “channel...is somewhat protected from degradation by rock outcropping and armor consisting
of large gravels” (USACE 1971).
Libby Dam is not the only dam that has influenced sediment transport in the Kootenai River. Reservoirs
have influenced the supply of sediment in the Kootenai River for nearly a century. Two dams were built
in the early 1920s on Canadian tributaries of the Kootenai River: Aberfelde Dam on the Bull River and
Elko Dam on the Elk River. Together these dams trapped sediment from 1,940 square miles of the upper
watershed (USACE 1971). Sediment from an additional 755+ square miles has been trapped by a
hydroelectric dam on the Moyie River in Idaho since 1949. In 1972, Libby Dam and Lake Koocanusa
impounded flow and sediment from 8,985 square miles, or nearly 50 percent of the Kootenai River’s total
watershed (70 percent of the watershed above Bonners Ferry).
Besides trapping the upstream sediment supply, Libby Dam reduced floods to such an extent that the river
just downstream was expected to rarely be able to mobilize and transport its bed material (USACE 1971).
The dam releases water that is essentially sediment-free. Further downstream, the Kootenai River's flows
are augmented by tributary inflows of water and sediment. Increased peak discharge would increase
bedload transport capacity in the mainstem river, so that at some point downstream from the dam the river
might become able to erode its bed and banks and transport gravels and cobbles sediment supplied by
tributaries.
Though Libby Dam essentially traps the entire upstream supply of sediment, coarse and fine sediment
continues to enter the river below Libby Dam from the Fisher River, Yaak River, and numerous creeks.
The sediment load of the Fisher River was estimated in a later study for the proposed Libby Reregulating
Dam, which was never constructed (USACE 1970 to1974). Five years of suspended sediment
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measurements were used with water discharge without measurements to estimate a suspended sediment
load of 111,000 tons per year (130 tons per mile square per year). The bedload transport capacity was
estimated at 4,000 acre-feet per year (about 94,600 tons per year using the conversion rate for the Rexford
calculation above) using the modified Einstein formula. Total combined load of suspended sediment and
bedload was estimated at 10,300 acre-feet per year. As with the Kootenai River, the proportion of
bedload to suspended load is very high and the actual transport rate is likely lower than the calculated
transport capacity. The Fisher River sediment data reflected an earlier snowmelt and greater influence of
winter rainstorms than the Kootenai River. About 75 percent of the measured Fisher River suspended
load was transported from March through June.
Though tributaries contribute sediment to the Kootenai River below Libby Dam, the amount of suspended
sediment transported by the regulated Kootenai River in the Kootenai Flats area is only about 15 percent
of its former load at the USGS Copeland gage in Idaho (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6). This reduction is
caused primarily by Lake Koocanusa trapping sediments reducing peak discharges.
3.3 Analysis of Historical Aerial Photographs and Maps
Aerial photographs and maps were examined to determine changes in the Kootenai River over the past
eight decades. In addition to determining general changes in the river, specific efforts were taken to
further determine how the dam has affected the balance between bedload sediment transport capacity and
sediment supply. These efforts included assessing changes in bar shape, bar location and channel location
on pre-dam and post-dam maps and aerial photographs were examined. The following paragraphs present
the results of the analysis for each reach.
3.3.1 Confined Reaches
Two types of bars are present in the Confined Reaches between the Moyie River and Libby Dam. Midchannel bars occur in local areas where the channel and/or valley bottom widens. Lateral bars are present
at some bends and at, or just downstream from, the mouths of most tributaries.
Most of the tributary-mouth bars are sediment fans that pre-date the dam, since even at flood discharges
the sediment transport capacity of the low gradient Kootenai River was low compared to the steep
tributaries. An example of this situation occurs in Troy, where a large bar just downstream of Lake Creek
was already present in 1932 and 1944 air photos. The bar extended across the full normal river width,
and the river had eroded a bend into the opposite bank to pass around the fan. A similar situation exists at
the mouth of the Yaak River, whose sediment fans looks identical in a mid-1940s map and a 1995 air
photo.
The only place where there is evidence that a tributary-mouth bar changed in size is the Fisher River,
located about 3 miles downstream from Libby Dam. Here, a pre-dam sediment fan extended 400 feet into
the river and 1,000 feet upstream. This bar grew 150 to 200 feet farther out into the Kootenai River
between the mid-1940s and 1995 (Figure 3.7). However, mid-channel and lateral bars upstream and
downstream from the Fisher River looked unchanged in the 1995 photograph.
At Libby Creek, the 1995 air photos show a sediment fan extending 400 feet into the Kootenai River and
a series of mid-channel bars extending 1000 feet downstream. No low flow pre-dam air photographs to
determine the age of these bars were obtained.
No tributary mouth bar exists below the Moyie River. A dam has trapped the sediment load of the Moyie
River since 1949. In addition, the Moyie enters the Kootenai at the outside of a bend that gave the
Kootenai River additional ability to transport the incoming sediment load.
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In the Idaho portion of Confined Reach 1, the location and size of unvegetated bars appears almost
identical in 1932, 1944, early 1970s (USDA 1980) and 1995 air photographs. The bars are partly
submerged in the 1995 photo (Q = 8010 cfs at the below Libby Dam gage) and discharge appeared
slightly lower in the earlier photos (Q unknown). This suggests that bar location is a function of
hydraulics, e.g., local reductions in shear stress at the inside of a bend or an expansion zone downstream
from a constriction. From the photographic evidence alone it is not possible to deduce whether the coarse
sediment that forms these bars is still actively transported at reduced post-dam flows. It is not possible to
determine whether the bars have changed height, and whether they are accumulating or losing sediment.
3.3.2 Braided Reaches
Braided Reach 1 shows evidence of channel shifting – and hence gravel transport -- in both the pre-dam
and post-dam periods. The Kootenai Flats Erosion Study maps (USACE 1983 – See Appendix B) show
large areas of erosion and deposition between 1928 and 1968, including a large avulsion in which the
main channel shifted about 2,000 feet and the former channels remained as braided channels. Between
1968 and 1982, the maps show smaller areas of erosion and deposition with lateral shifts of up to 700
feet. Comparison of the 1982 map with the 1995 air photo showed several locations where 100 to 250
feet of erosion had occurred post-dam, primarily along the outside of bends. The rate and extent of
erosion from 1982 to 1995 were far less than the 1968 to 1982 period. The latter period included three
years of high flows prior to Libby Dam. During a site visit to the downstream end of this reach, two areas
were observed where recent bank erosion had occurred. The 1995 photo revision of the USGS Bonners
Ferry 7 1/2 minute topographic map shows the existence of new, unvegetated bars as well as no change in
vegetation on old bars, compared to the original 1965 map (Figure 3.8).
An overlay of the 1995 and 1965 topo maps in Braided Reach 1 revealed 4 locations where the recent
migration zone expanded slightly but this is still well within the historic migration zone, as indicated by
channel scars throughout the entire floodplain. The four locations are the outsides of bends and
correspond with an increase in sinuosity (Table 3.2). This increase in sinuosity returns the river to the
sinuosity in 1928, before the large cutoff occurred in the 1960s. This is not interpreted as a change from
braided to meandering. The braided intensity index has remained nearly constant. Anecdotal information
from USDA staff suggests that the area near the highway bridge has aggraded since the dam.
Braided Reach 2 planform has not changed appreciably pre-or post-dam. The fact that the reach is
maintaining a braided planform, including unvegetated gravel bars, indicates it likely is still aggrading. It
is also likely that channel-shifting rates are lower now than pre-dam, due to reduced sediment supply and
streampower. Aggradation rates are likely lower due to the reduced sediment supply. Based on field
observations, the aggradation is primarily gravel, though some sand is present in the matrix.
In Braided Reach 2, the location and size of gravel bars and braid channels were quite similar in all the
examined pre-dam (1968 and 1932) and post-dam (1995 and 2000) air photos. This reach is stabilized at
many locations by either the valley wall, the railroad embankment, or local areas of riprap. There was
some downstream lateral shifting of bends. Widespread areas eroded 80-400 feet in the 1928-1968 period
and localized areas eroded 60-200 feet in the 1968-1983 period (Appendix B). The 1983 and 1995 bank
lines look identical in a side-by-side comparison of the two images. However, the main bend that was
eroding prior to 1983 appeared to have been riprapped since then. A comparison of the 1968 and 1995
photographs shows that some brush has overgrown one previously bare bar, whereas another bar
remained bare in 1995. It should be noted that the actual 1982 air photographs used for the 1983 bank
erosion study were not available.
Channels in these reaches remain braided, a condition associated with the transport and deposition of
abundant coarse sediment, and supported by the reduction in the level of valley confinement compared
with the upstream canyon and the transition to flatter gradient of Kootenay Flats. The braid intensity
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index did not change significantly between the 1960s and the 1990s (Table 3.2). The post-dam bank
erosion, bar deposition, and lack of vegetation growth on some of the older bars indicate that bedload
transport still occurs, although at slower rates than prior to Libby Dam. The aggradational process that
supports channel braiding still occurs under the reduced sediment supply because of the extreme
reduction in gradient in the Kootenai Flats area. Most of the gravel load, must deposit in this transition
from the steep confined reaches to the much flatter straight and meandering reaches of the Kootenai Flats
area.
Prior to Libby Dam, the Braided Reaches were presumably aggrading due to the rapid decline in sediment
transport capacity compared to the Confined Reach upstream as the Kootenai River transitioned to the
very low gradient Kootenai Flats area. It is not possible to determine from planimetric data whether
aggradation has changed or stopped in this reach since no historical information was found that would
provide information on the elevations of the bed in this area.
3.3.3 Straight Reaches
The Kootenai Flats Erosion Study (USACE 1983) shows no areas of bank erosion or deposition within
the Straight Reaches, nor are there any bars. USDA staff indicated that Straight Reach 2 has become
considerably shallower since Libby Dam started operating (Michael Gondek, USDA NRCS, Bonners
Ferry, personal communication, September 19, 2002).
3.3.4 Meander Reaches
The Kootenai Flats Erosion Study (USACE 1983) compared bank erosion rates in the 1928-1968 and
1968-1982 periods. Of the 32 bends between Bonners Ferry and the Canadian border, two had major
changes and the rest had minor lateral channel migration. The report stated that “Locally, minor slope
failure seems to be a product of increased cycles of saturation and draining of thin sand beds” and
concluded that “the erosion which exists today is significantly less than that which would have occurred
had Libby Dam not been constructed and had all riverbank maintenance ceased in 1972.”
A 1990 USACE memo stated that:
“...overall erosion along the river has diminished since completion of Libby Dam (and resultant decrease
in annual flood peaks) but a general more uniform erosion condition resulting from water level
fluctuations and longer durations during winter drawdown of Lake Koocanusa. The concerns being
voiced [by Canadians] were essentially identical to those we received from the Kootenai Flats diking
districts in the early 1980s” (Lencioni 1990).
To augment the 1983 study and further evaluate post-dam erosion, bank lines on the 1995 photos were
compared with the mapped 1982 bank line to qualitatively evaluate the amount of post-1982 erosion.
Meander Reach 2 had the highest rates of bank erosion in all three time periods, whereas no measurable
(>50 feet) bank erosion occurred after 1968 in Meander Reaches 1 and 3.
In Meander Reach 1, about 100 to 200 feet of lateral erosion occurred on typical bends between 1928 and
1968. The Erosion Study maps show no bank changes between 1968 and 1983, though zoom transfer
scope detailed study areas had minor bank erosion, up to 20 feet. No changes in bank line were
detectable on the 1995 photos.
In Meander Reach 2, between 1928 and 1968, most bends had 100 to 300 feet of lateral erosion, and two
bends upstream of the Copeland Bridge had 400 and 700 feet of erosion. A neck cutoff occurred between
1968 and 1982 on the bend with the largest amount of erosion, with an additional 400 feet of associated
lateral erosion. Three other bends had about 200 feet of erosion, and the remaining bends had no
mappable erosion post-1968. Inspection of a 1995 aerial photo revealed that two bends had tiny slivers of
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erosion after 1983, and the rest were stable. No movement occurred on the formerly-eroding banks
adjacent to the earlier neck cutoff, which probably had been armored.
In Meander Reach 3, no measurable erosion occurred upstream of Mission Slough in any of the time
periods. Downstream from Mission Slough, typical bends experienced 50 to 100 feet of lateral erosion
between 1928 and 1968, with a maximum displacement of 400 feet. The Erosion Study maps show no
bank changes between 1968 and 1983, though zoom transfer scope detailed study areas had minor bank
erosion up to 20 feet. No bank line changes were visible between 1982 and 1995.
3.4 Cross Section and Profile Comparisons
This section provides a comparison of cross sections surveyed in the critical habitat reach. The dates of
cross sections available for the comparison are 1929, 1956 and 2002. The comparison is limited to the
critical habitat reach, though additional sections are available for future studies to utilize both upstream
and downstream of the critical habitat reach. The primary purpose of the comparison is to evaluate if the
sections document the occurrence of significant sediment deposition.
3.4.1 Cross Sections
Cross sections from 1929 (USGS) and 1956 (USACE) were obtained from maps and plots pulled from
the Seattle District’s archives. From the current studies being conducted by the USGS on the Kootenai
River, cross sections from 2002 were obtained (Actual cross sections files were provided by the USACE
Seattle District). The 1929, 1956 and 2002 cross sections within the critical habitat reach were overlaid
and plots of the sections area available in Appendix C. Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 show the location of
the nine cross sections as well as additional cross sections surveyed by the USGS in 2002 (Note: This is
not the entire extent of current USGS cross sections which cover the area from the border to Libby Dam).
Since the USGS cross sections were supplied in NAVD 1988, the 1929 and 1956 cross sections were
converted from their vertical datum of NGVD 1929 to NAVD 1988 by adding 3.64 feet.
In general, there are minimal differences between the cross sections over the period from 1929 to 1956.
There are no indications of general aggradation or degradation trends over this period. Below is a
summary of the changes noted at each section for the period of 1929 to 1956.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RM 35.97 – There is 1 to 2 feet of deposition on the channel bottom with larger deposits of 4 to 5
feet at the toe of the right bank.
RM 36.97 – There is scour up to 6 to 8 feet in the thalweg. A bar on the left bank shows
essentially no change over the 27 year period.
RM 40.75 – One to two feet of scour and deposition occur alternately across the channel with no
net change in the overall bed.
RM 41.83 – There is a minimal amount of scour and deposition at this cross section over the 27
year period. There are a few locations with 1 to 2 feet of change but no net scour or deposition.
RM 43.30 – There are few areas on the bed with 1 to 2 feet of scour, otherwise, the section has
not changed over the 27 year period.
RM 44.57 – There is approximately 1 to 2 feet of scour across most of the channel bottom, but
the thalweg elevation remained unchanged.
RM 45.66 – This is the widest cross section in the comparison, with a topwidth of over 800 feet.
During the 27 year period, there is 3 to 4 feet of degradation in the thalweg and 1 to 2 feet of
degradation across most of the rest of the channel bottom.
RM 46.35 – There are alternating areas of scour and deposition across the channel bottom, but
there is little net change. The thalweg filled about 2 feet.
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RM 46.65 – There are alternating patterns of scour and fill across this section, with slight net
degradation. The undulating profile of the bed in both years may be in indication of small dune
bedforms and the presence of sand.

In producing the 2002 cross sections overlaid on the earlier sections, the sections were shifted laterally so
that bank lines approximately coincided with the earlier surveys. This was done since the cross sections
did not have common endpoints and the horizontal location of the historical sections was only represented
graphically on maps. Thus, no conclusions are drawn from the cross sections in terms of changes in bank
locations. The discussion of cross section changes is based on the overall geometry of the channel bed
portion of the sections and the thalweg elevations.
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

RM 35.97 – On the order of 5 feet of deposition has occurred across much of the channel bottom
in the 2002 survey compared with the earlier surveys. Slightly less deposition has occurred in the
thalweg, which is located along the right bank in all three sections.
RM 36.97 – In this cross section, the 2002 survey shows a nearly flat channel bottom, whereas
the 1929 and 1956 surveys show a distinct thalweg near the right bank. The channel bottom is in
excess of 10 feet higher in 2002 than in the earlier surveys. Thus, it appears that there may have
been considerable deposition in this area. However, this cross section is taken near the
downstream end of Shorty’s Island, so any shifting of the location upstream or downstream
between the comparison sections could result in significant differences since the channel bed
configuration may change rapidly in the transition from the split channel to the single channel.
Therefore, this comparison is considered inconclusive.
RM 40.75 – The thalweg elevation is approximately 6 feet lower in the 2002 survey compared
with the earlier surveys. Scour may have occurred at the toe of the right bank shifting the
thalweg to this location and depending the channel. However, this difference may be the result of
shifting the cross section upstream in the 2002 survey, which appears to be located 300 feet
upstream of the earlier surveys. This shifting puts the 2002 survey closer to a bend and could
account for the more distinct thalweg on the right side of the channel, which corresponds to the
outside of the bend. Therefore, this comparison is considered inconclusive.
RM 41.83 – The thalweg in the 2002 survey is approximately 2 feet higher than the earlier
surveys. The channel bed shapes are very similar except in the 2002 survey two elevated areas
appear (near station 220 and 310) that could possibly represent bedforms moving through the
system. Overall, the sections do not indicate a significant change at this location over the past 73
years.
RM 43.30 – The 2002 survey section has a thalweg that is 3 to 4 feet higher than the earlier
surveys. In addition, the 2002 section is nearly flat across the bed whereas the 1929 and 1956
surveys have a minor (5 foot deep) thalweg there the left bank. The average amount of increase
across the section is about 2 feet. The results indicate that some deposition may have occurred at
this location.
RM 44.57 – The channel bed in all three surveys is very similar. The thalweg, located on the
right side of the section, is about one foot deeper in the 2002 survey than the earlier surveys. The
2002 survey has bed elevations up to 5 feet lower than the earlier surveys on the left side of the
section, so minor scour appears to have occurred in this portion of the section. Overall, the
sections are considered to be very similar over the 73 year period.
RM 45.66 – The 2002 thalweg elevation is about 3 feet lower than the 1929 survey and 1 foot
higher than the 1956 survey. The cross section bed shapes are similar with a distinct thalweg
against the toe of the right bank. There are pronounced undulations across the bed of about 2 to 5
feet in height in the 2002 survey that might be indications of bed forms. There are much smaller
patterns in the two earlier surveys, on the order of one foot in height. In general, these cross
sections are considered very similar and do not indicate large amounts scour or deposition.
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RM 46.35 – All three surveys show cross sections with an irregular channel bed with numerous
low points and high points without a single dominant thalweg. The deepest point in the 2002
survey is 5 feet below the deepest point in the 1929 survey and 6 feet below the deepest point in
the 1956 survey. On the average, the bed is 2 or 3 feet lower in the current survey than in the two
earlier surveys. However, there are locations in which the current bed is up to 5 feet higher than
the 1929 or 1956 beds. These cross sections are considered to be very similar and do not indicate
any large scale changes over the 73 year period.
RM 46.65 – This section, located near the upstream end of Straight Reach 2 about 0.3 miles
below the railroad bridge, exhibits the largest change of any of the nine cross sections in the
comparison. Deposition has occurred across almost the entire section ranging from 1 foot to
nearly 8 feet with a typical value of 5 feet. The deposition occurs in two mounds, one occupying
nearly all of the right half of the channel and the other occupying about 50 percent of the left half
of the channel.

The comparison of the historic 1929 and 1956 cross sections with the recent 2002 cross sections generally
point to several potential areas of more recent deposition. The one section that appears to have a large
amount of deposition is the upstream most cross section at RM 46.65. Another section with significant
deposition is RM 35.97, the downstream most cross section. In both of these cross sections, deposition
has clearly occurred. Two other sections, RM 36.97 and RM 43.30, appear to have some deposition,
though due to lesser quantities of deposition than at RM 46.65 and RM 35.97 and possible differences in
locations of the historic and recent cross sections, the results are considered inconclusive. There are four
sections in which the differences in the 73 year period in which minor (on the order of 2 feet or less).
These are at RM 41.83, RM 44.57, RM 45.66 and RM 46.35. At one section, RM 40.75, the thalweg is
lower by 6 feet, but the cross section locations are far enough apart that the differences are not valid.
This somewhat qualitative comparison of historic cross sections indicates that there has not been wide
spread deposition of sediment throughout the critical habitat reach, though some significant deposition
has occurred. Four cross sections have changed vary little, one may have scoured significantly, two may
have shown minor deposition and two appear to have significant deposition averaging from about 3 to 5
feet over the sections. The two cross sections with significant deposition are located near the downstream
and upstream ends of the critical habitat reach. Additional cross sections are available for comparison
and should be analyzed to further determine the extent of deposition in the critical habitat reach as well as
areas upstream and downstream. Improved knowledge of sediment deposition patterns along with
additional knowledge of channel substrate, hydraulics and fish behavior would help develop a better
understanding of the role sediment deposition has possibly played in limiting the successful spawning and
recruitment of Kootenai River white sturgeon.

3.4.2 Profiles
Historical thalweg profiles for the area from the international boundary to Bonners Ferry were presented
on Figure 3.3. A more detailed profile plot for the critical habitat reach with additional dates including the
USGS data surveyed in 2002 is presented in Figure 3.5.
These plots indicate that during the earlier period covered, 1929 to 1950, there were no general trends of
either aggradation or degradation. Although the plots don’t match identically, many of the locations with
large differences appear to be the result of the resolution of the surveys. One survey will pick up a deep
pool or crossing and the other won’t. In locations where they sample the same feature, sometimes the
profiles for the two periods are nearly identical. This is true between RM 11 and 13, RM 18 and 21, and
RM 23 to 26. In much of the critical habitat area, RM 35.9 to 47.4, the plots are nearly identical, except
the stationing appears to vary by about 1,000 to 1,500 feet.
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Comparing the period from 1950 to 2002 (Figure 3.5), in the critical habitat reach, there are no areas on
the profile that indicate large-scale deposition. Several pools appear on the 2002 profile in Meander
Reach 3 and both of the Straight Reaches, which are not present on the earlier surveys. This in part is due
to the higher resolution of the 2002 profiles. For example, the 2002 profile identifies the deep scour pool
at the downstream end of Straight Reach 2 (in the area of “Ambush Rock”). This deep pool almost surely
existed at the time of the earlier surveys though the resolution of the surveys was insufficient to identify
it.
Some general observations on the profile, not dependent on the date of the profile can be made. Several of
the pools ranged in depth from 60 to 80 feet below the crests of the upstream and downstream crossings.
The pools tended to be the deepest in Meander Reach 2, though the scour pool near Ambush Rock in
Straight Reach 2 is also of similar depth. Typical depths of pools in Meander Reaches 1 and the upstream
half of Meander Reach 2 were on the order of 30 to 40 feet below the crest of the adjacent crossings. In
Meander Reach 3, the depths ranged from about 10 feet to 20 feet. Within the straight reaches, the pools
become less pronounced and except for the pools at the downstream end of Straight Reach 1and at
Ambush Rock in Straight Reach 2 are 5 feet deep or less.
3.4.3 Specific Gage Analysis
As part of the effort to determine historic changes in channel bed elevation, a “specific gage” analysis was
to be performed. This type of analysis can be used to determine long-term aggradation and degradation
trends at river gaging stations (Julien 2002). It utilizes the water surface elevation overtime associated
with a specific discharge. This analysis was not possible since the historic records necessary to perform
the analysis were not available due to litigation in which the Department of Interior is involved. This type
of analysis has been performed by the USGS for the Copeland gage, but the report is currently in the
review process and not available to the public.
3.5 River Substrate
Information was collected and reviewed to possibly determine changes in channel substrate that have
occurred. The area of key interest is the critical habitat reach, composed of Straight Reaches 1 and 2 and
Meander Reach 3. However, the entire study area was investigated.
3.5.1 Confined Reaches
In 1970, the USACE collected and sieved five samples of coarse sediment from the Kootenai River, from
locations above and a few miles below the Libby Dam site (USACE 1970 to 1974). The morphology of
the sample sites and sampling procedure were not described in the available files. The samples consist
predominantly of coarse and fine gravel, with cobbles present in three of the five samples. Median
diameters ranged from about 0.8 to 1.6 inches (23 to 43 mm), with an average of 1.1 inches (29 mm).
Cobbles were probably underrepresented due to the small sample sizes of less than 500 g.
There are no known pre-dam measurements of sediment size in the Idaho portion of Confined Reach 1.
Based on qualitative observations during field visits, the substrate consists primarily of gravel and cobbles
with boulders and bed rock in some areas.
3.5.2 Main study area
The Braided Reaches, and to a lesser extent the Straight Reaches, have always been deposition zones for
coarse bedload sediment due to the rapid downstream decrease in gradient and floodplain confinement.
Bed sediment size would have transitioned from cobbles to gravel and ultimately to sand. With greatly
reduced flows from Libby Dam, the morphologic and anecdotal evidence indicates that these reaches still
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remain a deposition zone. However, the sediment size has likely become finer in each reach due to
diminished sediment-transport capacity.
In this section, the following sources of evidence concerning the historic substrate size in the main study
area are evaluated:
•
•
•
•

streambed Vibra Cores in Straight Reach 1 and Meander Reach 3 drilled by the USGS in 2000
well drillers' reports from the State of Idaho Department of Water Resources
a seismic profile from the USGS
observations of bed and bank substrate made during our field reconnaissance.

The local soil survey contains little useful information as it only describes the upper 5 feet of soil. Since
the Kootenai River banks exceed 15 feet in height, bedload deposited in the form of river bars would lie
beneath the sample depth. The Kootenai River floodplain near and downstream from Bonners Ferry is
mapped as the Schnoorson-Ritz-Farnhamton association, which consists of silty clay loams, silt loams
and mucky silt loams, underlain in some places by silty clay (USDA 1980). This fine soil was deposited
during floods from fine sediment carried in suspension.
Because the Kootenai River meandered across its floodplain prior to levee building, most wells drilled in
the floodplain should encounter buried river bed deposits if gravel were present historically. In summary,
the well drillers' logs show very coarse sediment (gravel to boulders) in Braided Reach 2. Gravel was
encountered in some wells in Braided Reach 1, Straight Reach 1, and just west of Deep Creek in Meander
Reach 3. North of the Deep Creek confluence, the only post-glacial fluvial gravels in the well logs occur
in alluvial fans next to the west valley wall.
Braided Reaches
There are no available sediment samples pre-or post-dam in the braided reach. Based on field
observations, the braided reach is presently gravel bedded, with sediment becoming noticeably finer in the
downstream direction. Although the river bed was mostly gravel, some small cobbles were still present at
the border of Braided Reaches 1 and 2. Near the Bonners Ferry highway bridge, the low bars appeared to
be a mixture of sand and gravel in September, 2002.
In the floodplain of Braided Reach 2, three well logs reported cobbles and boulders in addition to sand
and gravel, one well log reported sandy clay and gravel, and another silty clay with “basalt layers.”
Gravel and usually boulders were also present in several wells drilled in the paleo-channel south of
Crossport. The coarse sediment was present within the upper 20 to 30 feet in most of the well logs, and at
unspecified depths within the upper 60 and 160 feet in the two remaining logs.
In the floodplain of Braided Reach 1, gravel was encountered below clay at depths of 35 to 45 feet in four
wells, was present at the surface in two shallow wells, and was present along with clay layers within the
upper 120 to 185 feet in three wells. Three additional wells did not have gravel within the first 100 feet
but instead had clay, granite bedrock or bouldery clay.
Straight Reaches
In the straight reaches between Bonners Ferry and Deep Creek, “results from previous USGS studies
indicate that sand has buried gravel-cobble substrate,” and a “sediment core from this reach indicates
alternating layers of sand and gravel-cobble” (USGS 2001a). In their report, the USGS hypothesized that
sand has buried the gravel and the river has aggraded during most of the Libby Dam era, although the
1996 peak flow of 50,000 cfs scoured the sand away and exposed clean cobble.
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Straight Reach 2, in the City of Bonners Ferry, had only 4 shallow well logs. In two wells, silty clay or
clay was encountered in the first 20 to 41 feet, underlain in one case by granite. Gravel and cobbles were
recorded in the upper 4 feet of one well, underlain by 16 feet of silt. These wells were too shallow to be
conclusive. The USGS Vibra Core results were not available for this reach. In September, 2002,
nearshore bars between the railroad and highway bridges appeared to be primarily sand and fine gravel.
Gravel is visible in the north river bank about 1,200 feet downstream from the railroad bridge.
Straight Reach 1, between Bonners Ferry and Deep Creek, had three deep well logs. Sand and gravel
were encountered from 63 to 143 feet in depth at a well drilled for the Kootenai Tribe in section 20, about
100 feet from the river. Fine sediment was encountered in the top 63 feet. Another well located within
200 feet of the river on the south bank, in section 28, had gravel and cobble in the top18 feet, underlain by
182 feet of fine sediment over granite bedrock. The third well was located about one mile south of the
river in a location where channel migration would be unlikely. This well contained 343 feet of clay with
some boulders in the upper 130 feet, consistent with deposition in a pro-glacial lake by sediment carried
on floating ice.
The USGS obtained 3 core samples of the bed in Straight Reach 1 (Appendix D). Core K20-TH, about
0.10 mile upstream of the gage, had a layer of mostly fine gravel at 34 to 43 inches below the river bed,
with sand layers above and below. The core only penetrated 54 inches and did not reach the underlying
lacustrine sediments. Two cores were taken at 0.8 miles downstream of the gage. Core K18-TH, a 90
inch core at the river's thalweg, had a layer of gravel and cobble at 26 to 35 inches below the river bed,
with sand above and below. Core K18-LB, a 103 inch deep core near the left bank, was all sand with no
gravel. Both cores penetrated into the lacustrine deposits below the sand.
In summary, the evidence suggests that the Straight Reaches historically had discontinuous lenses of
gravel, and gravel was more likely to be present in the thalweg than other portions of the bed.
Meandering Reaches
A seismic profile of the Kootenai River in Meandering Reach 3 was performed by the USGS in 1998.
The results are summarized as follows in Paragamian et al. (2001):
Continuous seismic profiling of a 12-km (7.45 mi) reach of the Kootenai River (rkm 228 to 240)
indicated the riverbed was comprised primarily of fine and coarse sand. Several pools were
overlain with clay while no coarse substrates were recorded. The riverbed was characterized as
an extensive series of dynamic sand dunes... Below the layered sand dunes is a homogeneous
layer of sand or silt to a minimum depth of about 5.1 to 5.8m (16 to 18 ft).
In Meander Reach 3, a well just west of Deep Creek contained sand and gravel from 0 to16 feet and from
73 to 75 feet. Both sand-and-gravel layers were underlain by clay to a depth of 150 feet. Gravel is also
exposed in the left river bank just downstream of Deep Creek. The origin of this gravel is presumably the
Kootenai River, since Deep Creek's gradient is likely far too flat to transport gravel or it is material that
has been placed along the bank in efforts to stabilize the banks. A second well contained a large thickness
of bouldery gravel as well as sand layers, but this gravel was likely an alluvial fan deposited by Myrtle
Creek rather than the Kootenai River.
The USGS obtained 30 Vibra Cores within Meander Reach 3. Most of the cores encountered layers of
alluvial sand and organics (pieces of wood), underlain by clayey lacustrine sentiments. Some cores in the
thalweg had no alluvium above the lacustrine clay. Gravel in the 5 to 12 cm range was found at the
bottom of a 30-inch deep core located next to the west valley wall just downstream of the Myrtle Creek
confluence. Its location suggests the 5 to12 cm gravel could be part of an alluvial fan deposit. An
adjacent, deeper core at the same location encountered 138 inches of sand and no gravel. Very fine to
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fine gravel (3-5 mm) was encountered 9 feet below the riverbed in two cores one mile upstream of Myrtle
Creek. The fine gravel was overlain by layers of sand and wood fragments.
Wells in Meander Reach 2 contained no alluvial gravel, with the exception of a well located in the Ball
Creek alluvial fan. Fine sediment was over 100 feet deep in two wells, one of which was described in
Alden (1953).
In Meander Reach 1, two west-side wells were located in alluvial fans and thus contained sand and
gravel. On the east side of the river, one well contained fine sediment to a depth of 192 feet. A second
well (T65N, R1W, Sec.34 SE 1/4) encountered fine sediment with boulders to a depth of 40 feet, sand and
gravel from 40 to 73 feet, below which granite bedrock was encountered. The lowermost 20 feet of sand
and gravel also contained basalt, suggesting it was not deposited by the modern Kootenai River.
In summary, there may have been, and may continue to be, small areas of gravel bed where the river
encounters alluvial fan sediment next to the west valley wall. The evidence, lack of consistent presence
of gravels in various subsurface samples, suggests that the Kootenai River only intermittently transported
fine gravels into the Meandering Reaches prior to Libby Dam. There is not a thick, continuous layer of
gravel on which the channel is formed, but rather pockets of finer gravels that are transported downstream
and sorted by the flow. Larger gravels and cobbles found in the reach are likely from alluvial fans or past
glacial processes. This result is consistent with the channel pattern and floodplain morphology of the
Meander Reaches. The tight, high-amplitude meander bends indicate cohesive banks with high clay or
silt content. Gravel-bedded rivers typically have sinuosities below 1.3 because their non-cohesive soil
cannot sustain a steep bank slope.
Considering the evidence, it does not appear that sand deposits in the area of Shorty’s Island have buried
a historic layer of gravel of significant aerial extent. Thus, if the Kootenai River white sturgeons require
gravel beds to for successful spawning and recruitment, then Shorty’s Island would not appear to have
been a historic spawning site. The evidence suggests, assuming a need to spawn in the vicinity of a
significant area of gravel bed, that spawning leading to successful recruitment must have occurred further
upstream in the straight reaches, the braided reach or the confined reach. The alternatives are that the
investigations to date have missed the presence of a buried gravel layer near Shorty’s Island or the
Kootenai River white sturgeon do not require a gravel bed to successfully spawn. In the latter case, then
other factors besides presence of sand in the Kootenai River have lead to the decline in the population.
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Table 3.1 - Summary of Geomorphic Parameters, Kootenai River from Libby Dam Downstream to the International Border

River
3
Reach

River Miles from
1
Canadian border
from:
to:

M1
M2
M3
M1 to M3:
S1
S2
S1 + S2
B1
B2
C1
C2
C1 + C2

0
13.5
35.9
0
43.75
46.1
43.75
47.4
51.35
54.4
86.5
54.4

13.5
35.9
43.75
43.75
46.1
47.4
47.4
51.35
54.4
86.5
113.5
113.5

1950 Bed
Gradient
(ft/mile)

Low-flow
Water
Surface
Gradient
(ft/mile)

Mean Lowflow
Channel
Width
(miles)

<0
0.5
<0
0.2
5.5
1.6
3.0
4
5.7
-

0.05
0.27
3.3
3.6
5.9

0.099
0.105
0.104
0.102
0.108
0.105
0.106
0.207
0.124
0.088
0.103
0.095

Natural Floodplain
Width (miles)
Average
Range
3.18
2.29
2.76
2.75
3.05
0.62
1.83
1.00
0.55
0.18
0.23
0.20

2.8 to 3.5
1.8 to 3.0
2.1 to 3.4
2.8 to 3.3
0.3 to 0.86
0.4 to 1.8
0.30 to 0.93
0.07 to 0.60
0.13 to 0.32
-

Leveed
Width
(miles)
Average

Floodplain
2
Confinement

Levee
2
Confinement

0.18
0.26
0.18
0.20
0.13
0.15
0.14
0.64
-

Very Unconfined
Very Unconfined
Very Unconfined
Very Unconfined
Unconfined
Unconfined
Unconfined
Confined & Moderate
Moderate & Confined
-

Confined
Moderate
Confined
Confined
Confined
Moderate
-

NOTES:
1) River miles correspond to those shown on USGS maps, which are based on early (~1928) surveys.
The river flows an additional 105.5 miles from the Canadian border to the Columbia River.
River lengths have since changed in some reaches due to bend cutoffs and bank erosion (see Table 2, sinuosity).
2) Confinement = floodplain width/channel width.
>20
Very Unconfined
4 --20
Unconfined
2-- 4
Moderate
<2
Tightly Confined
3) Reaches M3, S1 and S2 comprise the critical habitat area for the Kootenai River White Sturgeon.
4) Reach B1 bed gradient is for lower 0.7 miles only.
5) Low-flow water surface gradients were calculated from elevations shown on USGS 1928 and 1965 topographic maps.
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Table 3.2 - Comparison of Planform Indices for the Kootenai River from 1928 to 2002

River
Reach

Sinuosity
(USGS 1928)

Meander 1
1.99
Meander 2
2.20
Meander 3
1.47
Straight 1
1.13
Straight 2
1.08
Braid 1
1.23
Braid 2
1.29
Confined 1 no change
Confined 2 no change

Sinuosity
(1968)
no change
2.21
no change
no change
no change
1.13
no change
1.25
1.35

Sinuosity
(1983)

Sinuosity
Braid Intensity Braid Intensity Braid Intensity Braid Intensity
(Aerials 2002) (1968 aerial) (1995 aerial) (1963 topo)
(1995 topo)

no change no change
2.11
2.03
no change
1.43
no change
1.04
no change
1.07
no change
1.20
no change
1.14
no change no change
no change no change

3.17
-

3.22
2.42
-

NOTES:
1) bend cutoffs occurred in B1between 1928 -- 1963 and in M2between 1968 -- 1983.
Braid Index = 2*(sum of lengths of all bars + islands in the reach)
2)
centerline length of the reach

1.39
1.77
-

1.22
1.84
-

Brice, 1960 and 1964

3) Sinuosity in the Confined Reaches is almost entirely caused by bends in the valley walls.
River sinuosity within the curving valley is only 1.02.
4) year 2000 values were measured from air photos and may contain errors due to distortion.
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Table 3.3 - Summary of Sediment Transport and Sediment Yield from USACE studies for Libby Dam and
the Kootenai River near Copeland, Idaho (USGS Gage #12318500)

River Gage
Drainage area (sq mi)
period of measurement
Measured annual
average suspended load
(tons/year)
Calculated annual
suspended load, based
51years of hydrologic
record (tons/yr)
Calculated suspended
sediment yield (t/sq
mi/yr)
Calculated bedload
transport capacity, based
on 51 years of hydrologic
record (tons/yr)
Calculated bedload yield
(t/sq mi/yr)

Kootenai River
Kootenai River
Fisher River near Libby, near Copeland, ID near Copeland, ID
MT
pre-Libby Dam
post-Libby Dam

Kootenai River near
Rexford, MT

Kootenai River below
Libby Dam, MT

8420
WY 1968-1970

9047
WY 1968-1970

838
WY 1968-1972

13400
WY 1963-1971

13400
WY1974-1983

1,122,000 (range
427,000 to 1,150,000)

1,572,000 (range
473,000 to 2,676,000)

78,200 (range 24,900 to
115,000)

1,923,000

299,000

143

22

1481000

111000

180

130

401000

94,600

50

110
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Figure 3.1 - Project Area Reach Delineations, Libby Dam Downstream to the International Boundary
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Kootenai River Profile from USGS Quad and gage elevations
Libby Dam
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Braided 1
Braided 2
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Figure 3.2 - Kootenai River Profile from USGS 7.5’ Quad Maps (USGS 1996 a-f, USGS 1997 a-j) and Gage Elevations, Libby Dam Downstream to
International Boundary (NGVD 29)
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Figure 3.3 - Thalweg Profile in Meander and Straight Reaches, 1929 (USGS 1937) and 1950 (USACE 1950) (NGVD 29)
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Figure 3.4 - Comparison of flood and low water surface profiles for the Kootenai River from the International Boundary to Bonners Ferry, ID (NGVD
29)
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Figure 3.5 - Comparison of Thalweg Profiles in the Critical Habitat Reach, Kootenai River (NGVD 29)
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Figure 3.6 - Plot of Suspended Load Comparing Pre- and Post-Libby Dam Conditions for the Kootenai River near Copeland, ID (USGS Gage
12318500)
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Figure 3.7 - Changes in Fisher River Bar at the Confluence of the Kootenai River, 1940s and 1995
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1963 USGS Quad Map of Braided Reach 1

Erosion

Erosion

1996 USGS Quad Map of Braided Reach 1
Figure 3.8 - Comparison on Braided Reach 1 Channel for 1965 and 1995 USGS 7.5’ Quad Maps
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Figure 3.9 - Location of Historic Cross Sections of the Kootenai River, RM 34.0 to RM 41.0
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Figure 3.10 Location of Historic Cross Sections of the Kootenai River, RM 39.0 to RM 44.5
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Figure 3.11 Location of Historic Cross Sections of the Kootenai River, RM 43.5 to RM 47.0
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IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES
To further investigate some of the topics identified in the geomorphic assessment, limited quantitative
analyses were performed and are presented in this section. The investigations include analyses of the
hydrologic record for pre- and post-Libby Dam conditions, hydraulic analysis in the critical habitat reach
and an incipient motion analysis to estimate sizes of sediments moving in the critical habitat reach.
4.1 Pre- and Post-Libby Hydrology
This section presents an analysis of hydrologic conditions in the Kootenai River within the study area.
Much of the analysis is performed to identify changes in the hydrology that may have influenced the
morphology of the system. The primary changes in hydrology, which have occurred in the portion of the
Kootenai River system from Kootenai Flats and upstream, are reflected in the magnitude and distribution
of flows. These changes have been the result of operation of Libby Dam. This section explores these
changes and provides information that is used in subsequent hydraulic and sediment transport analysis to
identify their potential influences on important processes that influence the fluvial geomorphology of the
system.
The USGS operates several stream gages on the Kootenai River from Libby Dam downstream to Porthill
at the international boundary. Table 4.1 summarizes these gages and the type of hydrologic information
available along with the period of record. Ideally, the gage at Bonners Ferry would be used to represent
conditions in the critical habitat reach for the Kootenai River white sturgeon; however, only stage is
reported for this gage. Consequently, the Porthill gage was chosen because of its long term and complete
record of discharge. The Porthill gage record available at the time of this report spans the period from
1928 to 2001 and includes both mean daily flows and instantaneous annual peak flows.
In designating the period of record for pre-dam and post-dam, data available from water year 1971 and
prior is considered pre-dam and data available from water year 1975 and beyond is considered post-dam.
The period from water year 1972 to 1974 is excluded since Libby dam was filling. The post-dam record
starting in the 1990s has been influenced by changes from earlier Libby operations. Changes have
included no power drafts, no daily peaking, sturgeon pulses and late summer salmon drafts.
4.1.1 Mean Annual Flow
Annual water yield for each water year (a water year begins on October 1 and ends on September 31 of
the designated water year) of complete record were calculated for the Porthill gage. These annual values
are shown in Figure 4.1. From this chart, the general pattern of variation in annual water yield does not
change after the operation of Libby Dam. This is validated by the actual average of the water yield which
is 11.5 million acre-feet for pre-dam and 11.2 million acre-feet for post-dam conditions. The
corresponding mean annual discharges for these periods are 15,900 cfs for pre-dam and 15,500 cfs for
post-dam. The maximum and minimum mean annual discharges for the pre-dam period are 22,000 cfs
and 9,200 cfs, respectively. The extremes for the post-dam period are 22,500 cfs and 10,900 cfs.
4.1.2 Mean Monthly Flow
For the pre- and post-dam periods, the mean monthly discharges were calculated for the Porthill gage.
Figure 4.2 presents and compares the results of this analysis. From the graph, the influence of Libby Dam
operations is apparent. Prior to Libby Dam, June is the month with the highest average discharge at
49,900 cfs and February is the lowest at 5,450 cfs. For the period after Libby Dam, the highest month is
May at 21,700 cfs and the lowest is March at 10,200 cfs. As a result of Libby Dam operations, the pattern
of flows has been changed. Historically minimum flows occurred in the winter, a rise in discharge in the
spring, a peak in the late spring or early summer, and a recession for the remainder of the summer, fall
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and winter. With Libby Dam operation, the flow regime has changed to one in which there are two
periods of high flow, one in the summer and one in the winter. Storage and release for flood control and
power have resulted in considerable reduction in the variability of flows. Whereas the ratio of the highest
and lowest mean monthly flows for the pre-dam condition is 9.1; the same ratio for the post-dam period is
2.1.
4.1.3 Peak Flows
Instantaneous peak flows were determined for the pre-dam and post-dam periods for the Porthill gage.
These data were also available for the Leonia gage for the period of 1928 to 2001. The Corps of
Engineers HEC-FFA (USACE 1992) was utilized to perform the analysis for both gages. This program
computes the peak discharges by return periods utilizing a Log-Pearson Type III distribution and the
procedures described in Bulletin 17B (WRC 1982). In addition, the Water Control Manual for Libby
Dam (USACE 1984a) has frequency curves for regulated and unregulated flows. These values are
presented in Table 4.2.
In general, the results show a reduction of approximately 50 percent in the discharge associated with the
post-dam condition peaks compared with the pre-dam condition. For example, the 1.5-year post-dam
peak for Porthill is 32,500 cfs or 46 percent of the pre-dam peak of 70,500. The 10-year and 100-year
have similar reductions with the 10-year post-dam peak of 51,200 cfs representing 49 percent of the predam 105,000 cfs and the 67,400 cfs 100-year post-dam peak representing 54 percent of the 124,000 cfs
pre-dam value.
For all three locations, the flows follow a similar pattern for the same condition and return period, with an
increase in magnitude in the downstream direction, as additional tributaries contribute flow. There is a
leveling off of the “regulated” flow peaks from the Libby Dam that is not reflected in the results of the
frequency analysis at Leonia and Porthill gages. This starts in the regulated flow peaks at approximately
the 20-year return period and is very noticeable for the 50-year and 100-year values, which only vary by
one percent. The flattening of the frequency curve for Libby Dam reflects the operation of Libby to limit
flood peaks downstream. The statistical analyses used to predict the post-dam frequency curve at Leonia
and Porthill do not adequately reflect the influence of regulation and result in some over prediction of the
peak flows for the 20-year return period peak and higher.
4.1.4 Flow Duration
A flow duration curve was computed at the Porthill gage for the mean daily flows for the two periods of
record (Figure 4.3). This curve illustrates the magnitude of change in the duration of various flows. In the
post-dam condition, the median flow (exceedance of 50 percent) is 14,000 cfs compared to 7,500 cfs for
the pre-dam condition. This is nearly a 50 percent increase. At 23,000 cfs the two curves cross and have
equal exceedances of 23 percent. For a given flow larger than 23,000 cfs, the probability of exceedance is
higher for the pre-dam condition than the post-dam. Conversely, for a given flow of less than 23,000 cfs,
the probability of exceedance is higher for the post-dam condition. Finally, identification of the 90
percent and 10 percent exceedance flows for both conditions indicates that the range in flows is narrower
for the post-dam condition. The pre-dam range is 4,000 cfs to 44,000 cfs a factor of 11 times; whereas
the range for the post-dam condition is 5,500 cfs to 26,000 cfs, a factor of 4.7 times. This illustrates the
higher variability of the flows during the pre-dam period with the both the highest and lowest flows in the
flow duration analysis occurring for the pre-dam condition.
Figure 4.3 also provides points on a flow duration curve for the period from 1991 to 2001, when dam
operations have been modified to create flows more favorable to sturgeon spawning. Since 1991, the
Corps, in cooperation with the BPA, the Service, state and Canadian provincial entities, BC Hydro
Company, and tribal entities, has provided higher experimental flows in the spring to improve sturgeon
spawning (USFWS 2000). The curve does show a slight increase in the frequency of high flows compared
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with the entire post dam period. This is primarily true for the range of flows between 25,000 to 40,000
cfs.
4.1.5 Variable Discharge (VARQ)
A new flood control procedure VARQ flood control (FC), was initiated on an interim basis in water year
2003. VARQ FC will, on the average, increase reliability of providing flow augmentation to benefit the
Kootenai River white sturgeon, bull trout and Columbia River salmon. For years when the Libby Volume
inflow is between 80 and 120 percent of normal, VARQ FC will not draft Lake Koocanusa as deep as
standard flood control operations during the winter drawdown period. To mitigate for lesser drafts,
outflow during refill will be higher than the standard 4,000 cfs.
The Biological Opinion (USFWS 2000) identifies 40,000 cfs flow at Bonners Ferry as the desirable flow
level to be sustained during the spawning and incubation period for sturgeon. This is based on the
identification of 1974 as the last year with successful recruitment of Kootenai River White Sturgeon. The
flow would be provided by 35,000 cfs from Libby Dam and another 5,000 cfs from local inflow below
the dam. However, due to limitations in the releases through the powerhouse of approximately 25,000 cfs
and a spillway limit of 1,000 cfs before supersaturation of dissolved gases exceeds Montana standards,
the 35,000 is not currently achievable. However, recent study indicates that identification of 1974 as a
significant year for recruitment was an error in aging estimation, thereby putting the validity of this
assumption in question (Paragamian et al. In Review).
Potential changes to the annual hydrograph under VARQ FC partially reverse several of the changes
previously identified for the post-dam period. Discharges during the historic peak runoff period will be
increased, more of the hydrograph volume will occur during the historic runoff period and flows may be
lower during the winter months.
4.2 Reach Hydraulics
Hydraulic conditions such as flow depth, river stage, channel width, velocity, shear stress, and energy
gradient are important to understand since they help directly define components of the aquatic habitat. In
addition, they also influence the morphology and sediment transport of the system, which also comprise
components of the aquatic habitat. This section provides a brief assessment of hydraulic conditions
within the Kootenai River white sturgeon critical habitat reach.
When this study was initially scoped, it was anticipated that there would be hydraulic modeling such as
HEC-RAS (USACE 2001) available to review. However, search of various records indicated a current
model was not available, though the USGS is in the process of developing a three-dimensional hydraulic
and sediment transport model of the reach. The most recent modeling available was the flood study HEC2 (USACE 1990b) analysis for a short reach of the River adjacent to Bonners Ferry (FEMA 1985).
However, the cross sections were taken from aerial surveys and below water stations had been estimated
rather than surveyed. Additionally, the model only covered the reach immediately adjacent to Bonners
Ferry.
Lacking a suitable available model, it was decided that the USGS cross sections surveyed in the fall of
2002 would be utilized to create an HEC-RAS model for the critical habitat reach. An HEC-RAS model
was created for the reach from RM 35.97 about one mile downstream of Shorty’s Island to RM 46.65
about 0.3 miles downstream of the railroad bridge in Bonners Ferry. In the future, other efforts by the
USGS and USACE will extend the modeling efforts further upstream and downstream as well as perform
more comprehensive analyses. The model developed for this report is intended to only provide a general
estimate of hydraulic conditions in the critical habitat reach.
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The following presents the hydraulic analysis and results based on the 2002 cross sections.
4.2.1 Procedure
The 2002 cross sections were available from the USGS effort performed to support the development of
one- and three-dimensional hydraulic and sediment trasnport models for the Kootenai River. The cross
sections were provided by the Corps of Engineers, Seattle District that will be using the sections to
develop an HEC-RAS unsteady model from the border to Libby Dam. The cross sections were provided
in NAVD 1988 (The approximate conversion from NGVD 1929 to NAVD 1988 in the project area is to
add 3.64 feet to 1929 datum to convert to the 1988 datum.). These are the same sections used for the
historical cross section comparison presented in Chapter 3.
The cross sections were entered into a HEC-RAS model (USACE 2001) along with distances between
cross sections and Manning’s “n”-values. The values chosen for Manning’s “n” were 0.035 for the main
channel and 0.060 for the vegetated upper portions of the banks. These are the values utilized in the
Bonners Ferry flood insurance study (FEMA 1984).
Three discharge levels were selected for simulation, with each discharge level having a pre- and post-dam
value. The three discharge levels were the mean annual flow, the 1.5-year return period peak and the 5year return period peak. The Porthill gage values were utilized. The average annual flow was rounded to
16,000 cfs and applied to both pre- and post-dam conditions. The pre-dam 1.5-year and 5-year flows are
70,500 and 95,900 cfs, respectively. The values for the same return period for the post-dam condition are
32,500 and 45,500 cfs.
The choice of the starting water surface level is difficult, because there is not a unique relationship
between stage and discharge in the critical habitat reach. This is due to the flat slope of the reach, on the
order of 0.1 to 0.3 feet per mile, and the varying level of Kootenay Lake. Thus, the stage for a given
discharge in the critical habitat reach is a function of both the flow in the river and the level of Kootenay
Lake. The average spring peak Kootenay Lake level has changed substantially as a result of reduction in
peak flows by Libby Dam. Pre-Libby, the average spring maximum elevation at Queens Bay was 1755.5
NGVD 1929 with post-Libby the average spring maximum was 1748.3 NGVD 1929 (Perry 1997). Chart
4-4 from the Libby Dam Water Control Manual (USACE 1984a) was used to determine the stage at
Bonners Ferry corresponding to the different lake levels (Note: A value of 0.5 feet was added to the
elevations provided in Perry 1997, which are at Queens Bay, to convert them to Kuskonook, which is the
basis of Kootenay Lake levels in Chart 4-4.). For a given discharge, 3.5 feet was subtracted from the
predicted Bonners Ferry stage from Chart 4.4 to provide an initial estimate of the water surface at the
downstream starting point of the HEC-RAS model below Shorty’s Island. The 3.5 feet was based on
approximate elevation differences from historic water surface measurements (Figure 3.4). The HEC-RAS
model was then executed and the water surface elevation at the Bonners Ferry gage determined. If the
predicted elevation did not agree within 0.1 feet of Chart 4.4, the starting water surface elevation was
adjusted by the difference in the elevations. This process was repeated until the HEC-RAS prediction at
Bonners Ferry agreed within 0.1 feet of the value from Chart 4-4.
For the 16,000 cfs mean annual flow, the same starting water surface was used for both the pre-and postLibby conditions. The starting water surface in both conditions was based on a Kootenay Lake elevation
of 1748.3 NGVD 29 at Queens Bay. The lower level was chosen since the higher elevation of 1755.5 is
associated with the spring floods and not more typical flow conditions represented by the 16,000 cfs mean
annual flow.
4.2.2 Results
The results of the hydraulic analysis are presented in Table 4.3a through 4.3e. Hydraulic conditions do not
display large variations between sections. There is minimal variation between the nine cross sections in
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terms of velocity and topwidth (except for RM 45.66 which is a wider and shallower cross section and the
most upstream section). For example, for the mean annual discharge condition, the range of velocities is
1.4 to 1.6 feet per second and the range in shear stresses is 0.02 to 0.03 pounds per square foot (psf),
except for RM 46.65 which has a velocity of 2.1 and shear stress of 0.07 psf. For the highest discharge,
pre-dam 5-year, the range in velocities is 3.4 to 5.1 feet per second and the range in shear stresses is 0.12
to 0.25. In this case, the conditions at RM 46.65 are not the most severe with a velocity of 4.7 feet per
second and a shears stress of 0.24 psf. As the flows get higher, the differences between RM 46.65 and the
downstream sections lessen. Additionally, the higher Kootenay Lake level associated with the higher predam flows also reduces the difference between the conditions at RM 46.65 and the downstream sections.
This is illustrated by comparing the energy slopes at RM 46.65 and the next downstream section RM
46.36. For the mean annual flow, the values are 0.000082 and 0.000018 for RM 46.65 and 46.36,
respectively. For the 1.5-year pre-Libby the energy slopes are 0.000088 and 0.000052. In this case, the
upstream slope has only increased slightly, but the downstream slope has increased by over a factor of
three. For the 1.5-year post-Libby the slopes are 0.000121 and 0.000041. In this case the slope at RM
46.65 increases by 50 percent and at RM 46.36 it more than doubles. For the 5-year pre-Libby, the values
are 0.000112 and 0.000072. In this case the energy slope at RM 46.65 increases by about 40 percent
whereas the increase at RM 46.33 is four times. For the 5-year post-Libby condition, the slopes are
0.000151 and 0.000060. For this condition, the slope at RM 46.65 nearly doubles but the slope at RM
46.36 increases by more than a factor of three.
The section at RM 46.65 is located in the area that the Kootenai River transitions from the very shallow
gradient Kootenay Flats area to the much steeper braided and confined river sections upstream. In the
pre-Libby flow regime, the contrast in hydraulic conditions between these areas appears to have been less
and the transition zone extended further upstream than under the current flow conditions.
It must be remembered that the set of hydraulics displayed are only one possibility and an entire suite of
hydraulics for each flow can be achieved dependent on the elevation of Kootenay Lake. Based on Perry
(1997) the spring maximum level of Kootenay Lake pre-Libby varied as much as 6 feet above or below
the average value of 1755.5 used in this analysis. Post-Libby, the variation has been much less with less
than 2 feet above or below the average maximum spring value of 1748.3 used in this analsyis. In general,
the higher the level of Kootenay Lake for a given discharge, the further upstream the transition zone
between the steeper and milder slopes occurs. The steeper slopes represent higher energy and zones of
higher sediment transport while the flatter slopes represent lower energy and zones of sediment
deposition. Since the level of Kootenay Lake alters the location of the transition from the low to high
energy gradient, the areas in which various sizes of sediment will deposit is influenced considerably by
the level of Kootenay Lake. In turn, the level of Kootenay Lake is influenced by the magnitude of the
spring runoff peaks, which have been reduced considerably by Libby Dam. The relationship between
Kootenay Lake levels and the hydraulics in the Bonners Ferry area and the influence of changes in spring
peaks on the hydraulics in the Bonners Ferry area needs to be investigated further. The hydraulics
influence the sediment transport characteristics and largely determine where sediments will be deposited
or scoured. Additionally, the velocities and depths in the river may influence fish behavior such as their
selection of spawning locations.
4.3 Incipient Motion
For the condition at which the forces tending to move a particle of sediment are equal to the forces
resisting motion, the sediment particle is said to be at a state of “incipient motion.” The force acting to
move the particle is the shear stress and is referred to as the “critical” shear stress for the condition of
incipient motion. When a particle is at a state of incipient motion, any increase in the shear force will
tend to mobilize the particle. Conversely, when a particle is in motion and the shear drops below the
incipient motion criteria, its movement ceases. Similarly, the incipient motion analysis can be used to
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determine the maximum size particle moving at a given flow condition. This sediment size, at a condition
of incipient motion, is referred to as the “critical” diameter. Sediments larger than the critical diameter
will be at rest and sediments smaller than the critical diameter may be mobilized by the flow. Therefore,
the incipient motion analysis is a useful tool for understanding the conditions under which various classes
of sediment are mobilized at various locations in a river system.
4.3.1 Procedure
Using the procedure developed by Shields (1936), the size of sediment at incipient motion can be
determined by solving the equation below for Ds, the size of the largest sediment moving or “critical”
diameter.

τ c = Ds γ s′ F *
τ c = τ ave =

critical shear stress equal to average reach shear stress (lb/ft2)

D s = diameter of largest mobilized sediment particle (ft)

γ s′ =

submerged unit weight of sediment (103 lb/ft3)

F * = dimensionless Shields Parameter
Based on work by Gessler (1971), a value of 0.047 is appropriate for the range of flow conditions, as
determined by the particle Reynolds number, and sizes of sediment encountered in the Kootenai Flats
reach.
4.3.2 Results
Applying Shields criteria and the hydraulic conditions estimated previously for the reach, the critical
diameter was calculated for each of the nine cross sections and the various flow conditions. The results of
the calculations are presented in Table 4.4a through 4.4e.
Reviewing the results of the calculations provides some important insight on sediment transport in the
critical habitat reach. For the range of flows, the maximum sediment sizes transported are in the 1 to 2
mm range (2 mm is the upper end of the size of sediments considered sand) associated with the mean
annual discharge of 16,000 cfs. Owing to the higher shear stresses at RM 46.65, the mean annual flow
mobilizes sediments up to 4 mm in diameter at this location. The largest particle sizes predicted to be
moving are on the order of 8 to 15 mm (medium sized gravel), which occurs for the pre-dam 5-year peak
discharge condition. In contrast for the post-dam 5-year condition, the maximum sizes moving range
from about 6 to 12 mm. For the 1.5-year event, the pre-dam hydraulics mobilize sediments on the order
of 5 to 11 mm; whereas, the post-dam condition mobilizes sediments on the order of 3 to 8 mm.
Another important observation is that for the lowest flow analyzed, the mean annual discharge, there is an
increase in the size of sediment mobilized as one proceeds upstream. For the higher discharges, this trend
is not as apparent except for the larger sizes mobilized by the more severe hydraulic conditions at RM
46.65. For all conditions except the 5-year pre-Libby, RM 46.65 has larger sediments mobilized than the
cross sections further downstream. At the 5-year, the sizes of sediments mobilized in most of the
downstream sections is similar to RM 46.65 and one section, RM 40.75 actually has larger sediments
mobilized.
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It is also useful to consider the relative frequency of occurrence for the discharges associated with the
mobilization of various sediment sizes. For example, the 16,000 cfs mean annual flow is equaled or
exceeded 42 percent of the time for the post-dam condition and 27 percent of the time for the pre-dam
condition. This is also the flow level that has been estimated to result in the mobilization of most sizes of
sand particles. Based on this, within the critical habitat reach, although Libby Dam has reduced the peak
discharges and the overall ability to mobilize larger sediments (gravels), it has increased the period at
which the full range of sand sizes is mobilized by 50 percent. Prior to Libby Dam, the flows capable of
mobilizing the range of sand sizes primarily occurred during the spring runoff period. These same flows
can now occur throughout much of the year and occur more frequently and during times when Kootenay
Lake is lower.
Upstream of the critical habitat reach, the bed material is primarily gravel, cobble, boulders and in some
cases, bedrock. Sand does not occur in appreciable quantities. Consequently, sand transport is
considered “supply limited.” That is, the supply of sand to the reach is much less than the ability of the
flow to transport sand sized material. In contrast, within the critical habitat reach, there appears to be an
abundance of sand and its transport is considered “transport limited”. That is, transport of sand is limited
by the energy of the flow to transport this sized material. Supply of sand to the critical habitat reach is
provided by inflow from upstream tributaries, erosion of the upstream banks and removal of stored sand
that may have deposited on the bed of the Kootenai River during the recession limb of significant
transport events. Sand may also be generated in the upstream reaches of the Kootenai by attrition, the
mechanical reduction in size by the flow, of the gravel and cobbles. Sand may also be supplied by
erosion of the bed and banks within the critical habitat reach; however, observations indicate that bank
erosion in either the critical habitat reach or upstream reaches of the Kootenai main channel is not a large
source of sediment supply and is mostly silt and clay.
Prior to Libby Dam redistribution of flows, sediment would likely be supplied to the critical habitat reach
during the high flow runoff period. This coincided with the period that the critical habitat reach would
have the most capacity to transport sediment. However, this pattern has been altered by operation of
Libby Dam. Flows sufficiently large to mobilize sand sized sediments in the critical habitat reach occur
during the winter months when sand supply to the reach is expected to be very low, since the flows are
primarily comprised of clear water releases from Libby Dam. Under the current and historic conditions,
upstream sand supply to the critical habitat reach occurs primarily during the runoff months. In the predam condition, the flows to transport this sand through the critical habitats reach also occurred primarily
during the runoff months; however, under the current condition, the flows to transport the sand through
the reach also occur during periods outside the runoff period.
The consequences of this change in sand transport dynamics are not clear. There is less ability to
transport sand though the critical habitat reach during the runoff period under current conditions. Some
of the transport capacity for sand has been redistributed to other periods of the year. This could result in
increased deposition of sand in the critical habitat reach. If this occurs, some or all of this deposition
could be scoured during the increased flow periods outside the runoff period. It is possible that the
reduction in sediment supply by upstream trapping in Libby Dam has offset the reduction in the ability to
transport sand though the critical habitat reach. In this case, there would not be an increase in sand
deposition in the critical habitat reach’ although the sand dunes may migrate downstream for a longer
period of time. Another possibility is the storage of sand in portions of the critical habitat reach during
runoff and then continued transport of the sand further downstream during high flows outside the runoff
period.
A complicating factor in the assessment of changes in sediment transport dynamics is the potential
influence of Kootenay Lake. The reduction of Kootenay Lake elevations, as a result of lower flows
during the post-Libby runoff period changes the location of the transition between the steep upstream
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reaches and the low gradient Kootenai Flats reach. The increased gradient may allow sand and larger
material to be transported at a higher rate and further downstream than under the historic conditions.
Additionally, the increase in Kootenay Lake levels (as a result of downstream power operations) during
the fall and a portion of the winter months causes the location of the transition from the steeper upstream
reach to Kootenai Flats to move upstream. This can result in a change in the amount and sizes of
sediments that can be moved and the timing of the movement of sediments.
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Table 4.1 - Summary of USGS Gage Information Available for the Kootenai River and Tributaries
Gage name

USGS
Gage ID
Number

Drain.
Area
(mi2)

Period of
Record

Flow
Comments

Kootenai R. nr Rexford MT

12301500

8420 3/1929 - 9/1971

Kootenai R. at Warland Bridge nr Libby MT

12301850

8892 7/1961 - 9/1971

Kootenai R. below Libby Dam nr Libby MT

12301933

8985 10/1971 - 9/2001

Kootenai R at Libby MT

12303000 10240 10/1910 - 9/1991

Kootenai Cr. nr Stevensville MT

12350500

28.9

12/1948 - 9/1963

Kootenai R. nr Leonia ID

12305000

-

3/1928 - 9/1983

Kootenai R. nr Katka ID

12306000 11860 4/1928 - 9/1960

Kootenai R. nr Copeland ID

12318500 13400 5/1929 - 9-1992

Kootenai R. nr Porthill ID

12322000 13700 10/1928 - 9/2001

Moyie R. nr Eastport ID

12306500

570

9/1929 - 9/2001

Moyie R. at Eileen ID

12307500

755

7/1925 - 11/1978

Fisher R. nr Jennings MT

12302000

780

10/1951-10/1969

Fisher R. nr Libby MT

12302055

838

10/1967 - 9/2001

Yaak R. nr Yaak MT

12304200

493

4/1957 - 9/1962

Yaak R. Troy MT

12304500

766

12/1948 - 9/1963

53

complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set
complete flow
data set

Peaks
(years)

17
11
30
81
22
74
6
68
78
72
53
21
34
7
48

Water Quality
Comments
7 sediment points
between 1968 and 1971
no water quality data
available on usgs
8 sediment points
between 1968 and 1971
no sediment data
available on usgs
no sediment data
available on usgs
no sediment data
available on usgs
no water quality data
available on usgs
60 sediment points
between 1967 and 1982
70 sediment
concentration
no sediment data
available on usgs
no sediment data
available on usgs
no water quality data
available on usgs
15 sediment points
between 1969 and 1975
no water qaulity data
available on usgs
no sediment data
available on usgs

Lat.

Long.

Elev.
(ft)

48 52 28 115 13 37

2244

48 30 00 115 17 02

2145

48 24 03 115 19 11

2100

48 24 03 115 33 08

2041

46 32 14 114 09 31

3780

48 37 04 116 02 47

n/a

48 42 10 116 08 00

1700

48 54 43 116 24 59

1700

49 00 00 116 30 10

1700

48 59 58 116 10 43

2620

48 46 27 116 09 26

2124

48 14 50 115 17 30

2433

48 21 20 115 18 50

2134

48 49 40 115 48 40

2895

48 33 43 115 58 09

1839
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Table 4.2 - Results of Peak Discharge Frequency Analysis (Libby Dam Values from USACE 1984a Chart 4-1)

Return
Period
(years)
1.5
2
5
10
20
50
100

Libby Dam
Unregulated
(cfs)
53,000
61,000
78,000
88,000
97,000
108,000
115,000

Regulated
(cfs)
23,000
27,000
38,000
44,000
47,500
49,500
50,000

Leonia
Pre-Dam
(cfs)
64,500
71,400
86,900
96,300
105,000
115,000
123,000

55

Post-Dam
(cfs)
29,500
33,200
42,200
47,900
53,100
59,700
64,500

Porthill
Pre-Dam
(cfs)
70,500
78,400
95,900
105,000
112,000
119,000
124,000

Post-Dam
(cfs)
32,500
36,500
45,500
51,200
56,300
62,700
67,400
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Table 4.3a - Approximate Hydraulic Conditions for Mean Annual Discharge Pre- and Post-Libby Conditions,
16,000 cfs (2002 Cross Sections)
Reach

River
Station

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Max
Channel
Depth
(ft)
17.5
31.9
25.9
27.0
23.8
30.1
52.2
36.4
30.2

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)
12.9
23.1
15.2
21.0
19.7
21.9
31.9
22.5
22.9

Channel
Velocity

W.S. Elevation

(ft/s)
2.1
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4

(NAVD 1988-ft)
1756.2
1756.1
1756.1
1756.0
1755.8
1755.7
1755.6
1755.3
1755.1

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)
0.07
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02

E.G.Slope

(ft/ft)
0.000082
0.000018
0.000028
0.000022
0.000026
0.000021
0.000012
0.000018
0.000018

Channel
Top
Width
(ft)
584.8
488.4
767.1
506.0
518.9
499.0
359.2
503.7
494.4

Table 4.3b - Approximate Hydraulic Conditions for 1.5-Year Flood, Pre-Libby Conditions, 70,500 cfs (2002
cross sections)
Reach

River
Station

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Max
Channel
Depth
(ft)
35.2
49.6
43.5
44.3
41.0
47.0
68.8
52.2
45.8

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)
30.7
40.6
32.8
38.4
36.9
38.8
48.5
36.4
38.4

Channel
Velocity

W.S. Elevation

(ft/s)
3.9
3.5
2.8
3.6
3.6
3.6
4.0
3.6
3.6

(NAVD 1988-ft)
1773.9
1773.8
1773.7
1773.3
1773.0
1772.6
1772.2
1771.1
1770.7

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)
0.17
0.12
0.08
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.16
0.13
0.14

E.G.Slope

(ft/ft)
0.000088
0.000052
0.000041
0.000056
0.000061
0.000057
0.000056
0.000061
0.000058

Channel
Top
Width
(ft)
584.8
492.7
767.1
506.0
518.9
500.2
359.2
540.2
494.4

Table 4.3c - Approximate Hydraulic Conditions for 1.5-Year Flood, Post-Libby Conditions, 32,500 cfs (2002
cross sections)
Reach

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

River
Station

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Max
Channel
Depth
(ft)

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)

Channel
Velocity

W.S. Elevation

(ft/s)

22.2
36.6
30.5
31.4
28.1
34.2
56.1
39.8
33.5

17.6
27.5
19.7
25.4
24.0
26.0
35.8
25.5
26.1

3.1
2.4
2.1
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

(NAVD 1988-ft)
1760.9
1760.8
1760.7
1760.4
1760.1
1759.8
1759.5
1758.7
1758.4

56

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)

E.G.Slope

(ft/ft)

Channel
Top
Width
(ft)

0.13
0.07
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07

0.000121
0.000041
0.000048
0.000048
0.000056
0.000048
0.000033
0.000048
0.000046

584.8
492.7
767.1
506.0
518.9
500.2
359.2
514.2
494.4
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Table 4.3d - Approximate Hydraulic Conditions for 5-Year Flood, Pre-Libby Conditions, discharge 95,900 cfs
(2002 cross sections)
Reach

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

River
Station

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Max
Channel
Depth
(ft)

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)

Channel
Velocity

W.S. Elevation

(ft/s)

38.7
53.1
46.9
47.6
44.1
49.9
71.5
54.3
47.8

34.2
44.0
36.2
41.6
40.0
41.7
51.2
38.6
40.4

4.7
4.4
3.4
4.5
4.6
4.5
5.1
4.6
4.7

(NAVD 1988-ft)
1777.4
1777.3
1777.1
1776.6
1776.1
1775.5
1774.9
1773.2
1772.7

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)

E.G.Slope

(ft/ft)

Channel
Top
Width
(ft)

0.24
0.19
0.12
0.20
0.21
0.21
0.25
0.22
0.22

0.000112
0.000072
0.000053
0.000078
0.000086
0.000083
0.000085
0.000093
0.000091

584.8
492.7
767.1
506.0
518.9
500.2
359.2
540.2
494.4

Table 4.3e - Approximate Hydraulic Conditions for 5-Year Flood, Post-Libby Conditions, discharge 45,500
cfs (2002 cross sections)
Reach

River
Station

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Max
Channel
Depth
(ft)
24.7
39.0
32.9
33.7
30.2
36.2
58.0
41.1
34.5

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)
20.1
30.0
22.2
27.7
26.1
28.0
37.7
26.6
27.2

Channel
Velocity

W.S. Elevation

(ft/s)
3.8
3.1
2.7
3.2
3.4
3.2
3.4
3.3
3.4

(NAVD 1988-ft)
1763.4
1763.2
1763.1
1762.7
1762.2
1761.8
1761.4
1760.0
1759.4

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)
0.19
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.13

E.G.Slope

(ft/ft)
0.000151
0.00006
0.000063
0.000071
0.000082
0.000073
0.000055
0.00008
0.000079

Channel
Top
Width
(ft)
584.8
492.7
767.1
506.0
518.9
500.2
359.2
517.6
494.4

.
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Table 4.4a - Approximate Incipient Motion Determination for Mean Annual Discharge Pre- and Post-Libby
Conditions, 16,000 cfs (2002 cross sections)
Reach

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

River
Station
46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Channel
Hydraulic
(ft)

E.G.Slope
(ft/ft)

Channel
Shear
(lb/sq-ft)

Critical
Diameter
(mm)

12.9
23.1
15.2
21.0
19.7
21.9
31.9
22.5
22.9

0.000082
0.000018
0.000028
0.000022
0.000026
0.000021
0.000012
0.000018
0.000018

0.070
0.020
0.030
0.030
0.030
0.030
0.020
0.020
0.020

4.4
1.3
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.3
1.3
1.3

Table 4.4b - Approximate Incipient Motion Determination for 1.5-Year Flood, Pre-Libby Conditions, 70,500
cfs (2002 cross sections)
Reach

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

River
Station

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)

E.G.Slope

30.7
40.6
32.8
38.4
36.9
38.8
48.5
36.4
38.4

Critical
Diameter

(ft/ft)

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)

0.000088
0.000052
0.000041
0.000056
0.000061
0.000057
0.000056
0.000061
0.000058

0.170
0.120
0.080
0.130
0.140
0.130
0.160
0.130
0.140

10.7
7.6
5.0
8.2
8.8
8.2
10.1
8.2
8.8

(mm)

Table 4.4c - Approximate Incipient Motion Determination for 1.5-Year Flood, Post-Libby Conditions, 32,500
cfs (2002 cross sections)
Reach

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

River
Station

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)

E.G.Slope

17.6
27.5
19.7
25.4
24.0
26.0
35.8
25.5
26.1

Critical
Diameter

(ft/ft)

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)

0.000121
0.000041
0.000048
0.000048
0.000056
0.000048
0.000033
0.000048
0.000046

0.130
0.070
0.060
0.080
0.080
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070

8.2
4.4
3.8
5.0
5.0
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
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Table 4.4d - Approximate Incipient Motion Determination for 5-Year Flood, Pre-Libby Conditions, discharge
95,900 cfs (2002 cross sections)
Reach

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

River
Station

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)

E.G.Slope

34.2
44.0
36.2
41.6
40.0
41.7
51.2
38.6
40.4

Critical
Diameter

(ft/ft)

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)

0.000112
0.000072
0.000053
0.000078
0.000086
0.000083
0.000085
0.000093
0.000091

0.240
0.190
0.120
0.200
0.210
0.210
0.250
0.220
0.220

15.1
12.0
7.6
12.6
13.2
13.2
15.7
13.9
13.9

(mm)

Table 4.4e - Approximate Incipient Motion Determination for 5-Year Flood, Post-Libby Conditions,
discharge 45,500 cfs (2002 cross sections)
Reach

Straight 2
Straight 2
Straight 1
Straight 1
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 3
Meander 2

River
Station

46.65
46.36
45.66
44.57
43.30
41.83
40.75
36.97
35.97

Channel
Hydraulic
Depth
(ft)

E.G.Slope

20.1
30.0
22.2
27.7
26.1
28.0
37.7
26.6
27.2

Critical
Diameter

(ft/ft)

Channel
Shear
Stress
(lb/sq-ft)

0.000151
0.000060
0.000063
0.000071
0.000082
0.000073
0.000055
0.000080
0.000079

0.190
0.110
0.090
0.120
0.130
0.120
0.120
0.130
0.130

12.0
6.9
5.7
7.6
8.2
7.6
7.6
8.2
8.2
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Figure 4.1 - Annual Water Yield for the Kootenai River at Porthill, ID
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Average Monthy Flows at Porthill Gage
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Figure 4.2 - Mean Monthly Flows for the Kootenai River at Porthill, Idaho for Pre- and Post - Libby Dam Periods
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Figure 4.3 - Flow Duration Curve for Daily flow at Porthill Idaho Gage for Pre- and Post Libby Dam Conditions
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The discussions and recommendations in this chapter were developed from the review of the available
information on the Kootenai River white sturgeon habitat, behavior and population decline; the proposed
Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives (RPA) avoid jeopardy to the sturgeon or adverse modifications to
the critical habitat; and the geomorphic assessment of the conditions in the Kootenai River. First,
opinions on the key physical processes influencing the fluvial geomorphology of the system and their
association with conditions that are believed to have resulted in the decline in the sturgeon population are
provided. Secondly, opinions concerning the potential success of the RPAs, particularly those addressing
enhancement of substrate, are presented. The potential for success is evaluated in terms of the fluvial
geomorphology of the system and the RPA producing a desired influence on the sturgeon habitat and not
in terms of the biological basis for the habitat improvement contributing to the recovery of the sturgeon.
The final item is recommendations for further investigations to continue to support refinement of existing
measures to recovery of the sturgeon as well as support the development of new concepts.
5.1 Key Physical Processes
The Kootenai River system is very complex and diverse, with a wide range of fluvial geomorphic
conditions and influences governing its behavior. The critical habitat reach is located in a portion of the
Kootenai River system which is the most dynamic of all the areas. To further add complexity to
understanding how the system functions, a range of human activities have been undertaken over the past
100 years. These activities sometimes tend to influence the system in the same direction and other times
have opposite effects on the system. In both cases, the combination of multiple stressors on the system
makes it challenging to fully understand the influences on the system and to extrapolate what conditions
may have been in the past. Though the system cannot be returned to conditions prior to development,
understanding what those conditions were like can help considerably in interpreting what may be
appropriate conditions that will aid in the recovery of the Kootenai River white sturgeon and successful
measures to create them.
5.1.1 Primary Human Influences on the Fluvial Geomorphology of the Kootenai River
Through review of the history of development in the Kootenai River basin, past assessments in the
literature on the influences of these activities, and analyses performed as part of this assessment, three
activities have been identified as the primary human factors influencing the fluvial geomorphology of the
study area. The three activities are: the diking of the floodplain and associated stabilization of the channel
that was conducted from the late 1880s through the 1950s, the alteration to Kootenay Lake elevations
through Corra Linn Dam operation and Grohman Narrows dredging that started in the 1930s, and the
operation of Libby Dam which started in the early 1970s. The activities are listed chronologically and
their order does not imply a ranking as to the most significant, in terms of its influence.
Other factors have contributed to altering the sediment balance and water balance that influence the
fluvial processes in the Kootenai River, but none were considered to be on the same order of importance
as the three just listed. Forestry practices often are looked to as a cause when sediment deposition is at
the center of a problem. The literature mentions influences of timber harvest, particularly in the 1950s
into the 1970s, as contributing elevated sediment loads but only two tributaries were identified with
potentially currently elevated sediment loads (PWI 1999). Additionally, much of the area that has timber
harvest is cut off from supplying sediment to the study area, since the sediment load is trapped behind
Libby Dam. Smaller dams have been constructed in the Kootenai River basin upstream from Bonners
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Ferry, but they control relatively smaller portions of the watershed and do not alter the flow regime to
nearly the extent that Libby Dam does.
A number of possible influences to the system, that are not related to the fluvial geomorphology, have
been identified as possible contributors to the decline in the Kootenai River white sturgeon population.
These include degradation of water quality, contamination of riverbed sediments and altered temperature
of the river during the spawning season. However, these factors do not fall under the scope of fluvial
geomorphic processes and are not addressed in this study. This does not mean that they may not be
important.
Diking and Stabilization
The history of diking efforts on the Kootenai River was summarized in Chapter II. River stabilization is
included with diking, because it goes hand in hand with diking efforts. The influences of diking are also
discussed as part of the physical processes presented in Section 5.1.2. The majority of the river system
from Bonners Ferry downstream to Kootenay Lake has been diked, including portions of two wildlife
refuges.
The most direct influence resulting from diking is cutting off of the main channel’s access to the
floodplain. This is the purpose of diking, to prevent water from the main channel spilling into a
developed floodplain and causing property damage, injury or loss of life. Thus diking eliminates
floodplain connectivity. From a hydraulic and sediment transport point of view, this results in
confinement of flows to the main channel, an increase in the water surface elevation for floods since they
cannot spread out onto the floodplain, an increase in energy in the main channel during floods, increased
sediment transport and erosion during floods and the elimination of the transfer of sediments from the
main channel to the floodplain for deposition. The bank stabilization that has occurred with diking, in
order to protect the dikes, also changes the dynamics of the system. Under bank stabilization, the sinuous
channel no longer meanders. That is, the bends no longer migrate but are locked in place. This eliminates
the processes that in the past reworked the floodplain and created the diverse overbank topography
containing sloughs, oxbows, wetlands and marshes. Diking can also increase downstream flood peaks by
conveying flows at higher velocities, but this is not a factor in the Kootenai River since Libby Dam
controls the peaks to well below historic levels.
Corra Linn Dam Construction and Grohman Narrows Dredging
Corra Linn Dam was constructed in 1931 and the Grohman Narrows, the outlet to Kootenay Lake was
dredged in 1938. Though these two activities occurred over 100 miles downstream of the critical habitat
reach, they impact conditions within the reach. The influence extends far upstream because of the
extremely flat gradient of the Kootenai River between the head of Kootenay Lake and Bonners Ferry. As
a consequence of the flat gradient, an increase or decrease in the Kootenay Lake level influences the level
of the Kootenai River up to the Bonners Ferry area. In turn, changes in stage impact the hydraulics and
sediment transport conditions. Higher stages result in greater cross-sectional area and lower velocities,
for a given discharge. Conversely, lower stages result in smaller cross-sectional area and higher
velocities, for the same discharge. When the lake level is drawn down, the river has a higher sediment
transport capacity and can move both larger sediments and a larger load of sediment, due to the increased
energy of the flow. When the lake level is elevated, the capacity to transport sediment through the
Kootenai River is reduced.
The operation of Kootenay Lake follows strict criteria as set forth in the International Joint Commission
Order of 1938 (IJC 1938). The operating criteria have been set to limit increases in flooding along the
Kootenai River in Idaho and British Columbia and to allow for use of storage and head in Kootenay Lake
to generate power at Corra Linn Dam. Thus the Kootenay Lake level may be pulled down during the
spring and summer periods, then increased during the fall and a portion of the winter. It is then lowered
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in winter and early spring in preparation for the next high flow season. Therefore, the operation of Corra
Linn and its control of Kootenay Lake levels can either increase or decrease the stage at Bonners Ferry
compared with historic conditions. This makes its influence on hydraulic and sediment transport
conditions in the critical habitat reach variable, depending on the time of year and the flow level in the
Kootenai River.
To further complicate the issue, both the changes in discharge resulting from operation of Libby Dam and
the construction of the dikes influence the stage. These factors make it extremely complicated to discern
what would be the “natural” condition. Though a multitude of constraints prevent the river from being
returned to a predevelopment condition, understanding what these conditions were may be important in
trying to create conditions suitable for spawning and recruitment of Kootenai River white sturgeon.
Libby Dam
Libby Dam’s largest direct influence on the Kootenai River is the alteration of the system’s hydrology.
The primary changes in hydrology are to the magnitude and distribution of flows. These changes have
been the result of operation of Libby Dam for flood control and hydroelectric power generation. Since
Lake Koocanusa storage is not used for water supply or diversion, the annual volume of flow is not
altered by Libby Dam operations.
The analysis presented in Chapter IV indicated that specific changes to the hydrology in the Kootenai
Flats area are: a decrease in annual peak discharges on the order of 50 percent, a decrease in the duration
of high and low flows, an increase in the duration of moderate flows, and a redistribution of seasonal flow
characteristics. These alterations influence the hydraulic conditions in the river including the stage,
velocity, depth and shear stress. In turn, sediment transport conditions are also altered. In general,
because of an increase in moderate flows and reduction in peak flows, is expected that the long-term
ability to transport coarse sediment is reduced by the redistribution of the annual hydrograph. Both the
effective discharge and the return periods of discharges associated with bankfull and channel forming
processes have been reduced. This would be expected to produce a narrowing of the channel and a
reduction in planform dimensions. However, this has not been observed in the Kootenai Flats reach
because of the stabilization of the channel in its current alignment and the relatively low rates of sediment
transport. The former limits the ability of the channel to adjust and the latter makes any adjustments that
would occur, slow to be realized.
Libby Dam cuts off the supply of sediment from nearly 70 percent of the watershed above Bonners Ferry.
This, taken by itself, would suggest that degradation might be expected when the Kootenai River met the
alluvial and lacustrine deposits of the Kootenai Flats area, but this does not appear to be the case. Inflow
of sediments from tributaries below Libby Dam and the reduction in long-term sediment transport
capacity resulting from lamination of peak flows appear to counteract the potential influence of “clear
water” releases from Libby Dam.
5.1.2 Primary Fluvial Processes Relative to Sturgeon Recovery
Based on review of the literature and discussions with biologists involved in the Recovery Program, the
primary fluvial geomorphic aspects of the Kootenai River that are considered as potential factors to be
addressed in the recovery of the sturgeon are the deposition of sand that buries the substrate over which
the fish have been observed spawning and the velocities in the river that the fish may key on. In the terms
of the sand deposition, it is generally accepted that gravel or cobble substrate would be more suitable for
sturgeon spawning since a variety of problems can result when the spawning occurs over mobile sand. It
is also believed that the reach in which sturgeon spawn has a gravel substrate covered by a lens of sand.
Another hypothesis that has been put forth is that the combination of factors has changed the location of
the higher velocities that some believe the Kootenai River white sturgeon key on to identify the location
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to spawn. Under this hypothesis, the location of the increased velocities the sturgeon may key on has
moved downstream; out of a gravel dominated reach into a sand dominated reach. This hypothesis
includes the theory that since Kootenay Lake elevations are much lower in the spring than historically, the
backwater effect is not as far-reaching, and therefore those velocities are found further downstream.
The most important aspect of understanding and solving the problem of sand burying the gravel spawning
substrate is deciphering the interaction and relative importance of a suite of physical processes occurring.
On the Kootenai River, there is a marked change in river form, gradient, channel hydraulics, channel
substrate and sediment transport conditions in the Bonners Ferry area as the river transitions from the
steeper confined reaches to Kootenai Flats. This has been a deposition zone for thousands of years since
the larger sediment load transported through the steep and confined canyon upstream cannot be
transported through the low gradient reach of the former lake bed occupied by Kootenai Flats. Kootenay
Lake backwater influenced the river elevations. Floods would come down the system conveying sand and
gravel and much of it would be deposited in this area with the coarser material deposited in upstream
areas and the finer material in downstream areas. Flow would vary and so would the level of Kootenay
Lake and its influence on the hydraulics and sediment transport conditions within this area. However, the
correct conditions came together at least often enough for the Kootenai River white sturgeon to
successfully reproduce.
The same processes still occur, but their magnitude and timing have been altered by the human influences
previously mentioned to the extent that sand depositing over the gravel substrate in this reach has largely
kept sturgeon from successfully reproducing. It may still be possible within existing constraints to create
the appropriate conditions that will support the reproduction of the sturgeon. There are a variety of
hydrologic, hydraulic, and sediment trasnport processes at work in this portion of the Kootenai River to
which their interactions produce the conditions that previously supported recruitment are not fully
understood.
Sediment supply from upstream is one of the processes occurring. This supply is currently less than
historic due to the removal of 70 percent of the watershed from contributing sediment and a reduction in
flows in the main channel that would have mobilized larger sediments and more effectively transported
sediments from the tributaries. Another one of the processes occurring is deposition of sediments in the
transition between the steep and flat portions of the Kootenai River. It is believed that there is currently
more deposition of sand, or at least at the wrong time of the year in the critical habitat reach. Scour of
sediments is also an important process. Assuming delivery of sand sized sediments was similar or even
greater historically; scour is not as effective in removing sand from the critical habitat reach as it was in
the past. An important aspect of the system is the variation in the extent of backwater. As flows increase,
the area of reduced gradient travels upstream into the braided reach and reduces the energy of the flow
and its ability to transport sediment. So it is possible, under historical conditions, an area that can
transport large quantities of sand under lower backwater has its capacity reduced at the time that the flood
is peaking and bringing down large loads of sand. As a consequence, sand could be temporarily stored in
the upper area and released as the flood receded and the gradient in this area increased. Sustained high
levels from Kootenay Lake filling could have also helped to keep the gradient low for an extended period.
The process of sediment storage may have helped to keep gravel substrate exposed during the spawning
period for pre-development conditions. This is only one scenario of how complex interaction of several
processes may have helped promote conditions suitable for successful sturgeon recruitment.
There is still ability to possibly manage the transition area to promote sediment storage above the
spawning area to reduce the sand supply to the spawning area. Because of the clear water that is released
from Libby Dam, there may also be the possibility to create flows that would flush sediments. The timing
between the flows carrying sand from the tributaries and the clear water released from Libby Dam are an
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important aspect of the sediment transport equation that needs to be investigated. This may be as
important as the magnitude of flows or Kootenay Lake backwater effects.
5.2 Potential Recovery Measures
The Biological Opinion (USFWS 2000) lists four broad categories of Reasonable and Prudent Actions
(RPA) to avoid jeopardy. The types of actions are: water storage for sturgeon recruitment, increased
release capacity at Libby Dam, removal of flood stage constraints to sturgeon recruitment and
conservation aquaculture to prevent extinction. The primary function of this report relative to recovery
measures was to address the potential feasibility of one of the actions in the third category, RPA 8.1.j,
which states,
“… feasible remedies such as channel constrictions or other physical habitat modification(s) to
restore and maintain suitable spawning/incubation substrate, water velocity, and depth between
RKM 228 and 246, or greater depths above RKM 246.”
5.2.1 Lateral Flow Constricting Structures
It is very likely that structures that constrict the flow would result in scouring sand from the bed of the
Kootenai River. If the flow is concentrated and accelerated, it will undoubtedly increase sediment
mobilization and transport and cause scour. There are numerous examples of this phenomenon both in
terms of intended outcome such as constriction by groins to deepen and maintain navigation channels as
well as unintended such as constriction scour at bridges. However, there are questions that need to be
answered prior to fully determining their feasibility. These questions are:
•
•
•

•
•

How extensive horizontally are the gravel deposits? If they are found in relatively small pockets,
it may not be feasible to expose them with structures that scour.
If there are areas of suitable substrate buried by sand, where are they located?
What size is the gravel material that is to be exposed? This will help in determining if a structure
can be designed which would accelerate the flows sufficiently to cause scour of the sand over the
necessary range of discharges, but would not disrupt and scatter the gravel layer during large
events. If the gravel is large, this is less of a potential problem.
Will structures of sufficient size to cause scour of sand result in either increasing the potential for
floods or cause bank erosion upstream or downstream? These are both factors that can be
mitigated, but increase the cost of the structures.
Will the flow conditions in the area of the structures’ influence on sand transport, be compatible
with those the Kootenai River white sturgeon select for spawning? It will be of little good to
clear the sand from the bed if the means by which the sand is cleared also discourages the
sturgeon from utilizing the exposed gravels.

5.2.2 Creation of Spawning Habitat in the Braided Reach
Another potential action that has been mentioned in discussions with those involved in the effort to
recover the sturgeon is creation of spawning habitat in the braided reach. This potential action was
mentioned in a March 10, 2003 letter from the USFWS to the USGS. This is an option that deserves
further study. It may be possible to locate an area in the braided reach that is upstream of the zone of
sand deposition and largely downstream of the zone of gravel deposition. Review of the aerial
photographs and maps in this area does not indicate that the reach is that dynamic. Though changes do
occur, channels appear to last for many years, as opposed to some braided systems when channel braids
are constantly migrating and avulsing across a wide corridor. The question of whether the channel is
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aggrading faster with Libby Dam than pre-Libby is complex and dependent on the relative magnitude of
several processes. Libby Dam removed nearly 70 percent of the watershed above this location from
contributing sediment. What was the relative contribution of gravel from the area above Libby Dam?
Though Libby Dam greatly reduced the ability for flows to transport gravel though the braided reach, it
also cut down on the ability of the river to deliver gravel to the reach. Some tributaries have built up bars
since the current flow regime on the Kootenai River does not have the energy to remove the sediment
they are delivering. Thus, the question of whether Libby Dam has increased or decreased the rate of
aggradation in the braided reach is dependent on the relative magnitude of the processes reducing the
supply of sediment to the reach versus the processes reducing the capacity of the river to transport
sediment through the reach.
5.2.3 Vertical Constriction of Flow
The earlier discussion on constricting the river to scour sand burying gravels considered that the
constriction would occur laterally. It would also be possible to constrict and accelerate the flow by a
vertical constriction spanning the bottom of the channel. The constriction could be constructed of gravel
and cobble. This could be designed to be a “self-cleaning” gravel placement option. Most of the same
concerns would need to be addressed for this option as were identified for the lateral constriction
alternative. The exception would be that this option would not be dependent on not disturbing gravel
deposits in the area in which the structure would alter hydraulic conditions. One additional question with
this solution would be whether it would cause sand deposition upstream that might be undesirable. A
possible solution to this would be to “V” the structure to the center with slopes coming down from both
sides. This would help facilitate passage of sand.
5.2.4 Altering Sediment Trasnport by Changing Flows
Another potential avenue to explore is to try to more effectively pass sand through the reach so it is not
present during spawning. This is being considered in terms of higher flows and possibly altering
downstream backwater influences in the RPAs, but another consideration in the equation is the timing of
flows. As previously discussed, there is likely a very complex relationship between the supply of
sediment from upstream sources, the contribution of clear water from Libby that can help convey
tributary sediments through the spawning reach, backwater levels in Kootenay Lake which can impact
where and to what extent sediments are deposited in the Braided Reach and the transition to the Kootenai
Flats. Depending on the circumstances, it may be possible to manipulate sediment transport capacity, the
location of stored sediment and the ability to transport sediment so as to clear the reach of sand to the
extent that gravel is exposed as spawning occurs, store the sediment further upstream to keep the gravels
exposed or to provide a pulse that flushed the sand prior to the onset of sediment delivery by the
tributaries.
5.3 Recommendations for Further Investigations
Based on the review and analyses conducted to develop this report, the fluvial geomorphic issues
associated with the efforts to recover the Kootenai River white sturgeon are complex. Alterations to the
systems as well as the variability of naturally occurring physical processes make it difficult to discern
what “historic” conditions were. Thus the hydrologic, hydraulic and sediment transport investigation
tools must be flexible in order to support the “what-if” questions that those involved with the recovery of
the sturgeon may ask. The backbone of the approach that has been undertaken is the modeling by the
USGS. The application of such a tool is appropriate and the USGS has developed a well thought out
program. Some of the key questions the geomorphic assessment effort has identified in terms of the
hydrologic, hydraulic and sediment transport characteristics of the system that modeling scenarios should
be designed to answer are:
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What were the conditions like in the Kootenai River prior to diking, alterations to Kootenay Lake
levels and operation of Libby Dam? It is fairly well understood what the flow regime was prior to
these changes. Data are also available to determine hydraulic conditions in the river. It would be
useful to include in the modeling effort an assessment of hydraulics and sediment transport to
replicate conditions prior to the human influences just identified. Using pre-Libby Dam
hydrology, the 1929 cross sections (some 1919 are even available), could be applied, with the
levees removed to reasonably approximate pre-development conditions. This model would be
able to determine the historic ranges of depths and velocities in the critical habitat reach and
above. This will assist in determining if there has been a change in velocities or depth conditions
that have shifted the fish into the current spawning location. The sediment transport analysis
could also provide an estimate of substrate conditions and the general reaches in which gravels
might have been historically expected to be present.
What is the influence of sediment storage in the Braided and Straight Reaches and its
relationship to the supply of sand to the spawning areas? There is a very complex interaction
that occurs between the timing of the flows from Libby releases, the timing of flows from
upstream tributaries and their delivery of sediment, and the hydraulic conditions imposed by
operation of Kootenay Lake. The Kootenai River above Bonners Ferry is supply limited in terms
of the transport of sand sized sediment. However, in the downstream reach, at least currently, the
system appears to not transport all the sand delivered as evidenced by the build up of sand over
the gravel substrate. The relatively sediment free water that comes down the Kootenai during the
period when the majority of the flow is provided by Libby releases may scour deposited sand
during the rest of the year. This may be the reason for there not being any discussion of extensive
aggradation in the Kootenai Flats area. If the system was overloaded with sand throughout the
year, noticeable aggradation would likely be occurring. Hydrologic, hydraulic and sediment
transport modeling can be used to help answer this.
Would providing larger clear water flows from Libby Dam during the period when the tributaries
are supplying sediment help prevent the accumulation of sand over the gravel substrate? This is
an extension of the previous question. This too can be answered by modeling.
What types and sizes of structures could be used to help scour sand from gravel areas? Again,
the modeling effort can answer this.
Are there potential problems associated with use of structures to induce scour of sand from the
gravel substrate? There are two types of problems that might arise. The first is associated with
potential impacts to flood levels and river stability. The structures must be designed to not
increase flood levels or increase erosion. If either of these are an unavoidable consequence, then
steps need to be taken to mitigate the potential impacts. This might involve raising levees or
providing bank protection. The second type of problem could be unintended impacts of the
structures to the habitat they were designed to improve. Review of the cores indicates that the
gravels in the bed are found in layers on the order of a foot thick and are mostly quite small.
They are also not universally present. Finally, large gravels do not appear to be transported by the
system. Therefore, there is little chance of naturally replenishing any gravel layers that are
disrupted. If the scouring structures are too effective, they could disrupt the gravel layers and
cause the gravel to be widely distributed and no longer form a zone of continuous gravel
substrate. The hydraulic and sediment transport modeling should address this issue if structures
designed to induce scouring of the sand are considered for implementation.

From review of the proposed flow regime, hydraulic, and sediment transport modeling and supporting
data collection effort (USGS 2001a and 2001b) and the questions surrounding recovery of the Kootenai
River white sturgeon, it is obvious that the effort is worthwhile and will be a useful tool. The proposed
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effort, as outlined in the USGS proposals addresses many of the important factors identified. Additional
efforts by the Corps to analyze seepage and groundwater levels and flood levels associated with various
releases from Libby will provide further insight. Some suggestions for additional support for the effort or
inclusion in the modeling effort are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

In collecting cross sections for the one-dimensional modeling efforts below the spawning reach,
some of the locations from the 1929 and 1956 effort should be resurveyed.
Bed materials should be sampled throughout the study area to further understand the transport
conditions in the system. This would include the area from above the Moyie confluence to the
International boundary.
The one-dimensional model should be extended to Kootenay Lake.
The modeling effort should extend upstream of the Critical Habitat Reach, through the Braided
Reach and up into the Confined Reach.
Measurement of surface sediment size in the Braided Reach to determine downstream fining
trend should be made as well as looking for relic deposits of coarser pre-dam sediments in the
banks and gravel bars.
The potential sediment storage effect of the upper portion of the Straight Reach and the Braided
reach should be investigated in the modeling effort. How this has changed due to timing of
upstream water and sediment inflow as well as Kootenay Lake levels should be investigated.
Potential tweaking of the timing of flows to take advantage of this condition, if it exists, should
be investigated.
If structural measures to constrict the channel are considered beyond the feasibility phase,
utilization of a physical model to verify and supplement the 3-D model results should be
considered.
The data collection program for sediment transport needs to be designed to accurately describe
the transport during the spring runoff, it must be sensitive to the changes in transport condition
throughout the year and its seasonal variation. The sediment supply function needs to account for
the supply limited nature of the transport. Of particular importance is sand contribution from
tributaries. It may be useful to perform suspended load measurements on upstream tributaries
that are the largest contributors of sediment.
A modeling scenario, for at least the flow regime and hydraulic characteristics portion of the
study, should be conducted for a pre-developed condition. This would be performed to better
understand historic conditions Kootenai River white sturgeon successfully sustained the
population under in order to better understand aspects that could be mimicked better under
current constraints. It would need to be clear that this was not a model run to evaluate an
alternative since it would involve modeling many aspects of the system that cannot be addressed
under today’s constraints.

Finally, though it is biological, the central question to which an answer would help focus the hydrologic,
hydraulic, sediment transport and geomorphic investigations is:
• What characteristic of the system do the Kootenai River white sturgeons key on in determining
the location to spawn? Currently the sturgeon are spawning in an area, Shorty’s with little or any
gravel substrate. Furthermore, limited information and analsyis indicate that the area may not
have historically contained large areas of gravel. In contrast, there are many miles of what is
considered good spawning substrate in the Confined Reach that the sturgeon do not appear to be
utilizing. Why are the sturgeon selecting the current location to spawn and not accessing the
higher quality substrate further upstream? With this knowledge, investigators of the physical
aspects of the system would be able to concentrate their efforts on the most fruitful avenues for
developing solutions to the task of sturgeon recovery.
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SUMMARY OF FEDERAL ACTIVITIES AND AUTHORITES ON THE KOOTENAI RIVER
The development of Libby Dam on the Kootenai River for flood control and power generation created
Lake Koocanusa, which spans the border of the two nations. The international span of the project
subjects it to International Treaties and Commissions. As part of the Federal Columbia River Power
System, the project is also subject to a myriad of public laws, executive orders, and agreements - as well
as a variety of interagency commissions, caucuses, and councils. The following paragraphs provide an
overview of some of the key federal activities and authorities that have, and will continue to, shape water
resources management of the Kootenai River.
Boundary Waters Treaty between Canada and United States (1909)
At the start of the 20th Century, for the governments of both Canada and the United States, resource
development and peaceful resolution of boundary problems were major objectives. To achieve those
goals, in 1909, they negotiated the Boundary Waters Treaty, which established the principles and
procedures to prevent and resolve disputes, especially those dealing with the quantity and quality of
boundary waters between Canada and the United States. The treaty also established the International Joint
Commission described in the following paragraph.
International Joint Commission (1909)
The 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty established the International Joint Commission. The mission statement
of the IJC is to “prevent and resolve disputes between the United States of America and Canada under the
treaty and pursue the common good of both countries as an independent and objective advisor to the two
governments. In particular, the Commission rules upon applications for approval of projects affecting
boundary or transboundary waters and may regulate the operation of these projects; it assists the two
countries in the protection of the transboundary environment, including the implementation of the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement and the improvement of transboundary air quality; and it alerts the
governments to emerging issues along the boundary that may give rise to bilateral disputes.”
(http://www.IJC.org)
The IJC consists of two national sections, which report jointly on references from their governments
regarding matters that are limited to boundary problems. At the same time, the agreement that created IJC
is specifically designed to protect vital territorial interests of both nations
(http://home.thezone.net/~deltaprt/aquarius/co-operation.htm).
“Canada and the United States created the International Joint Commission because they recognized
that each country is affected by the other’s actions in lake and river systems along the border. The
two countries cooperate to manage these waters wisely and to protect them for the benefit of today’s
citizens and future generations.
The 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty established the Commission, which has six members. Three are
appointed by the President of the United States, with the advice and approval of the Senate, and three
are appointed by the Governor in Council of Canada, on the advice of the Prime Minister. The
Commissioners must follow the Treaty as they try to prevent or resolve disputes. They must act
impartially, in reviewing problems and deciding on issues, rather than representing the views of their
respective governments.” - International Joint Commission
House Document No. 157 (1931)
House Document No. 157, released in December 1931, provides documentation of a preliminary
investigation of the Kootenai River with respect to flood control, conducted by the Corps of Engineers.
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The report states that prior to 1931, levees, drainage ditches, and pumping plants were constructed by
nine drainage districts for the reclamation and protection of about 22,000 acres of lands in Idaho, at a cost
of about $1.2 million (assume 1931 dollars). (Pick 1991)
The 1931 report also indicated that destructive floods occurred on the average of about one in every six
years. The existing levees were found not to be insufficient in height to protect against large floods.
Further the report stated that it was not economically feasible to enlarge the levees. At the time of this
report the Corps determined that construction of Flood Control reservoirs upstream on the Kootenai River
was not practical. (Pick 1991)
International Kootenay Lake Board of Control (1938)
On November 11, 1938 the IJC granted an Order of Approval to the West Kootenay Power and Light
Company to operate Corra Linn dam at Granite, B.C. to store six feet of water in Kootenay Lake and also
to excavate the outlet of the lake at Grohman Narrows. The Order stipulated that the works be operated
subject to a number of conditions, and established the International Kootenay Lake Board of Control to
supervise the construction and subsequent operation of the works.
Corra Linn Dam is 30 km (16 mi) up the Kootenay River from its confluence with the Columbia River.
The Kootenay River is U shaped originating in the Canadian Rocky Mountains and flows south into
northwestern Montana before turning north to flow through northern Idaho back into British Columbia.
Kootenay Lake is 100 km (62 mi) long and 3 to 5 km (2 to 3 mi) wide. The outlet to Kootenay Lake is
approximately half way along the west shore.
The 1938 Order requires an orderly draw down of Kootenay Lake in preparation for the spring runoff
such that the elevation not exceed 1739.32 feet on or about April 1 as measured by the lake elevation gage
at Queens Bay. During the high summer water, the allowable lake elevation is calculated using the
discharge from Kootenay Lake under original outlet conditions existing before the excavation of
Grohman Narrows. At the end of the summer to allow farmers to work in their fields along the flood
plain, the 1938 Order also specifies that once the lake elevation falls below 1743.32 feet as measured at
the Nelson gage it should be held below this elevation until August 31. Between September 1 and January
7, the maximum elevation is 1745.32 feet.
Between 1927 and 1970 the Creston Reclamation Company, the Duck Lake Dyking District and the
Creston Valley Wildlife Management Authority received approvals (Orders of 12 October 1950, 3 April
1956 and 31 March 1970) from the IJC to construct and improve dykes adjacent to the channel of the
Kootenay River and in the Duck Lake area for the reclamation of flooded lands. Duck Lake is located just
north of the United States-Canadian border at the south end of Kootenay Lake. The enforcement of these
Orders also was referred to this Board.
The Board consists of four members, one from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Geological
Survey, Environment Canada and the B.C. Ministry of the Environment. An annual report is submitted to
the Commission in April of each year. (http://www.nwdwc.usace.army.mil/nws/hh/ijc/koot/KOOTRES.HTM)
Libby Dam Authorization, PL 81-516, Flood Control Act (1950)
The Flood Control Act of 1950 authorized the Secretary of the Army to implement the Libby Dam Project
(Libby Dam and Lake Koocanusa), referencing the report of the Chief of Engineers dated June 28, 1949,
for the purpose of flood control and hydroelectric power generation at both the site and downstream
locations. The flood control component included both local flood control on the Kootenai River in
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Montana and Idaho and downstream flood control on the Lower Columbia River. Other uses of the
project include fishery and recreational uses. The project is considered a storage project. The Dam was
completed in 1973, a powerhouse with 4 units was completed in 1976 and unit 5 was installed in 1984.
Three additional units are authorized but not scheduled for construction at this time.
Public Law 84-99, Emergency Flood Control Work (1955)
This law, commonly referred to as PL-99 established the Corps of Engineers’ Emergency Flood Control
program. The law, actually amended section 5 of the Flood Control Act of August 18, 1941 (55 Stat.
650) to read as follows:
(a)(1) There is authorized an emergency fund to be expended in preparation for emergency response
to any natural disaster, in flood fighting and rescue operations, or in the repair or restoration of any
flood control work threatened or destroyed by flood, including the strengthening, raising, extending,
or other modification thereof as may be necessary in the discretion of the Chief of Engineers for the
adequate functioning of the work for flood control;…
It is reported that prior to construction of Libby Dam in 1972 that floods of the Kootenai River caused
damages to levees and streambanks in the Kootenai Flats area. The Corps used the PL-99 program for
levee repairs in this area, which are estimated at $6,500,000 over this period.
Memoranda of Understanding (1956, 1970)
Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) were signed in 1956 and 1970 between North Pacific Division
(NPD) (now Northwestern Division (NWD)) and Bonneville Power Authority (BPA) on policies and
procedures for operation of Corps projects on the Columbia River system.
The Columbia River Treaty (1961, 1964)
The Columbia River Treaty between the U.S. and Canada was signed in 1961 and put into effect in 1964.
The treaty provided for building four storage reservoirs: three in Canada (Mica, Keenleyside, and
Duncan) and one in the United States (Libby). These treaty dams added much needed flood control and
allowed for more efficient use of the hydro-electric resources through coordinated efforts.
Flood Control:
•
•
•

8.45 million acre feet (Maf) of storage at Arrow, Duncan, and Mica assured for flood control
operation for 60 years starting in 1964;
Additional 7 Maf of Treaty Storage and 5 Maf of Non-treaty storage available on call for large floods
at cost of $1.875 million at each of the first four requests plus lost operating cost;
$64.4 million cash payment made to Canada at the completion of the Treaty projects for 1/2 of
estimated present worth of future flood damages prevented.

Hydropower:
•
•

15.5 Maf of Canadian storage is operated for optimum power generation downstream in the U.S. and
Canada.
Power benefits from Treaty storage includes dependable capacity and average annual usable energy.
Canada receives 1/2 of the increased power generated downstream in the U.S. due to the operation of
Canadian Treaty Storage. Actual operation and magnitude of water year DO NOT affect the
downstream power benefits.
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Downstream power benefits resulting from Libby storage operation remain in the country where they
are generated.
The hydroelectric operating plans provide a monthly reservoir balance relationship for the whole of
Canadian storage, allowing Canada the flexibility to operate individual projects for maximum
Canadian benefit.

In return for the storage of 15.5 million acre-feet of water, Canada was entitled to one half of the
additional power generated at the American power plants downstream. These downstream benefits,
which are owned by the Province of B.C., were sold to a group of U.S. utilities for a 30-year period
beginning with the scheduled completion of each of the three Treaty dams in B.C.
(http://www.cbt.org/trust/Historycolumbiarivertreaty.htm). The Columbia Storage Power Exchange
(CSPE), a non-profit U.S. corporation, was established for the purchase. Power is divided among 41
public and private utilities. These power allocation agreements phase out in stages from 1998 through
2003. After 2003, the United States is obligated to deliver half of the additional power attributed to
Canadian storage operations back to Canada.
The Treaty includes 21 articles (listed below). The full text of the Treaty is available online at the Corps
Northwestern Division Water Management Power Branch Operation Planning Unit’s website
(http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/PB/oper_planning/crtreaty.html)
•
Article I: Interpretation (Definitions)
•
Article II: Development by Canada
•
Article III: Development by the United States of America Respecting Power
•
Article IV: Operation by Canada
•
Article V: Entitlement to Downstream Power Benefits
•
Article VI: Payment for Flood Control
•
Article VII: Determination of Downstream Power Benefits
•
Article VIII: Disposal of Entitlement to Downstream Power Benefits
•
Article IX: Variation of Entitlement to Downstream Power Benefits
•
Article X: East-West Standby Transmission
•
Article XI: Use of Improved Stream Flow
•
Article XII: Kootenai River Development (full text provided following list)
•
Article XIII: Diversions
•
Article XIV: Arrangements for Implementation
•
Article XV: Permanent Engineering Board
•
Article XVI: Settlement of Differences
•
Article XVII: Restoration of Pre-Treaty Legal Status
•
Article XVIII: Liability for Damage
•
Article XIX: Period of Treaty
•
Article XX: Ratification
•
Article XXI: Registration with the United Nations
Article XII of the Treaty allows for U.S. development of the Kootenai River. The text of this article
follows:
(1) The United States of America for a period of five years from the ratification date, has the option
to commence construction of a dam on the Kootenai River near Libby, Montana, to provide storage
to meet flood control and other purposes in the United States of America. The storage reservoir of
the dam shall not raise the level of the Kootenai River at the Canada-United States of America
boundary above an elevation consistent with a normal full pool elevation at the dam of 2,459 feet,
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey datum, 1929 General Adjustment, 1947 International
Supplemental Adjustment.
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(2) All benefits which occur in either country from the construction and operation of the storage
accrue to the country in which the benefits occur.
(3) The United States of America shall exercise its option by written notice to Canada and shall
submit with the notice a schedule of construction which shall include provision for commencement of
construction, whether by way of railroad relocation work or otherwise, within five years of the
ratification date.
(4) If the United States of America exercises its option, Canada in consideration of the benefits
accruing to it under paragraph (2) shall prepare and make available for flooding the land in Canada
necessary for the storage reservoir of the dam within a period consistent with the construction
schedule.
(5) If a variation in the operation of the storage is considered by Canada to be of advantage to it the
United States of America shall, upon request, consult with Canada. If the United States of America
determines that the variation would not be to its disadvantage it shall vary the operation accordingly.
(6) The operation of the storage by the United States of America shall be consistent with any order of
approval which may be in force from time to time relating to the levels of Kootenay Lake made by the
International Joint Commission under the Boundary Waters Treaty, 1909.
(7) Any obligation of Canada under this Article ceases if the United States of America, having
exercised the option, does not commence construction of the dam in accordance with the
construction schedule.
(8) If the United States of America exercises the option it shall commence full operation of the
storage within seven years of the date fixed in the construction schedule for commencement of
construction.
(9) If Canada considers that any portion of the land referred to in paragraph (4) is no longer needed
for the purpose of this Article the United States of America and Canada, at the request of Canada,
shall consider modification of the obligation of Canada in paragraph (4).
(10) If the Treaty is terminated before the end of the useful life of the dam Canada shall for the
remainder of the useful life of the dam continue to make available for the storage reservoir of the
dam any portion of the land made available under paragraph (4) that is not required by Canada for
purposes of diversion of the Kootenay River under Article XIII.
Article XV of the Treaty establishes the Columbia River Permanent Engineering Board. The text of this
article follows:
(1) A Permanent Engineering Board is established consisting of four members, two to be appointed
by Canada, and two by the United States of America. The initial appointments shall be made within
three months of the ratification date.
(2) The Permanent Engineering Board shall:
(a) assemble records of the flows of the Columbia River and the Kootenay River at the CanadaUnited States of America boundary;
(b) report to the United States of America and Canada whenever there is substantial deviation from
the hydroelectric and flood control operating plans and if appropriate include in the report
recommendations for remedial action and compensatory adjustments;
(c) assist in reconciling differences concerning technical or operational matters that may arise
between the entities;
(d) make periodic inspections and require reports as from the entities with a view to ensuring that the
objectives of the Treaty are being met;
(e) make reports to the United States of America and Canada at least once a year of the results being
achieved under the Treaty and make special reports concerning any matter which it considers should
be brought to their attention;
(f) investigate and report with respect to any other matter coming within the scope of the Treaty at the
request of either the United States of America or Canada.
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(3) Reports of the Permanent Engineering Board made in the course of the performance of its
functions under this Article shall be prima facie evidence of the facts therein contained and shall be
accepted unless rebutted by other evidence.
(4) The Permanent Engineering Board shall comply with directions, relating to its administration and
procedures, agreed upon by the United States of America and Canada as evidenced by an exchange
of notes.
Executive Order 11177 (1964)
Executive Order 11177 (signed by President Johnson, 09/16/64) establishes the United States Entity for
the Columbia River Treaty of 1961. The order assigns the Administrator of the Bonneville Power
Administration, Department of Energy and the Division Engineer, North Pacific Division (now
Northwestern Division) to serve as the United States Entity under the treaty. The order further assigns the
BPA Administrator as Chairman of the Entity.
The executive order also specifies the U.S. Section of the Permanent Engineering Board established in
Article XV of the Treaty. The order establishes that the Secretary of Energy and the Secretary of the
Army shall each appoint one person as a member of the Permanent Engineering Board, with the member
appointed by the Secretary of the Army serving as the Chairman of the U.S. Section.
(http://envirotext.eh.doe.gov/data/eos/johnson/19640916.html)
The Permanent Engineering Board consists of four permanent and four alternate members from the U.S.
and Canada. The board was established in 1964 to ensure that the Columbia and Kootenai Rivers are
operated to yield the most flood control and power, within agreed limits, and to prepare reports on water
flows, compliance with the Treaty and any deviations from operating plans.
(http://www.bpa.gov/Corporate/KC/home/nreleases/97nr/nr2247px.shtml).
Pacific Northwest Coordination Act (1964, 1997)
The Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement was signed in 1964 by the Bureau of Reclamation, the
Corps of Engineers, BPA, and 15 public and private generating utilities. This agreement seeks to meet the
region’s electricity needs most efficiently by operating the diverse generating resources as a coordinated
system, as if they were owned by a single utility, coordinating seasonal operations of generating facilities
for best utilization of reservoir storage.
The 1964 PNCA was an important component of regional plans to maximize the Northwest’s hydro
resource capability. Maximization also included the development of three storage projects on the
Columbia River in Canada pursuant to the terms of the 1964 Columbia River Treaty between Canada and
the United States (Treaty). These storage dams provide regulated streamflows that enable Federal and
non-Federal hydroelectric projects downstream in the
United States to produce additional power benefits.
The Treaty requires the United States to deliver to Canada one-half of these downstream power benefits
(known as the Canadian Entitlement). The non-Federal utilities of the region committed to provide a
portion of the share of Treaty benefits required to be delivered to Canada. In return, the United States
Government agreed to participate in coordinated operation. The Federal and non-Federal allocation was
the subject of a separate ROD; the Canadian Entitlement Allocation Extension Agreement (CEAEA)
ROD was issued on April 29, 1997. The 1964 PNCA expires in 2003. The region’s obligation to return
Columbia River Treaty benefits continues, at a minimum, until 2024. The 1997 PNCA, which revises the
1964 PNCA, extends through 2024.
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Public Power Council (1966)
The Public Power Council was formed in 1966 to give a voice to publicly owned utilities in the
Northwest. PPC represents and advocates the common legal and technical interests of the Northwest’s
consumer owned utilities.
Memorandum of Understanding (1971)
This 1971 MOU between the USACE, BPA and National Weather Service (NWS) established the
Columbia River Forecasting Service that provides weather forecasts to assist in forecasting river flows.
Libby Dam Constructed (1972)
Construction of Libby Dam by the Corps of Engineers was completed in 1972 as a joint project between
the United States and Canada in an effort to provide flood protection and to generate hydroelectric power.
Congress authorized construction of Libby Dam in 1950 and construction began in 1966. Built seventeen
miles upstream from the town of Libby, Montana, the 422-foot tall Libby Dam holds back 90 miles of
water in the Lake Koocanusa reservoir. Forty-eight miles of the reservoir lie within U.S. borders, the
other 42 miles are in Canada. The Kootenai River is the third largest tributary to the Columbia River.
The Kootenai River is listed as a “Blue Ribbon” trout stream. As part of the Army Corps of Engineers
wildlife & fisheries management programs, the Murray Springs Fish Hatchery was built in 1978 just
north of Eureka. Fish raised at the hatchery are planted in many lakes and streams in Lincoln County as
well as in Lake Koocanusa. Temperature of the Kootenai River below the dam is controlled to create ideal
conditions for the growth and reproduction of trout.
Libby Dam is architecturally one of the strongest and most massive types of dam built today. The dam is
422 feet tall and 3,055 feet long and was built to withstand an earthquake of up to 6.5 on the Richter scale
with no structural damage. Forty-seven monolithic sections make up the dam, each one designed to stand
on its own like individual dams. If one section were to fail, the other 46 would remain standing. Seismic
monitoring equipment carefully monitors the dam for movement and structural integrity through one of
the most thorough instrumentation systems in the United States.
Recreation sites were built near the dam and at several locations along the lake edge. The sites at the dam
are managed by the US Army Corps of Engineers. The other recreation sites are maintained by the US
Forest Service. McGillivray Campground on the west side of the lake, has a boat dock, group picnic area,
swimming area with sandy beach, and flush toilets.
Libby Dam generators can provide enough electricity for the daily needs of 500,000 average homes.
Electricity generated by the dam is sold by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) to customers in a
300,000 square-mile area that includes western Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and parts of
California, Wyoming, Utah and Nevada (http://www.libbymt.com/ areaattractions/libbydam.htm). Libby
Dam is a component of the Federal Columbia River Power System.

Federal Columbia River Power System
The Federal Columbia River Power System (FCRPS) is a unique collaboration among three U.S.
government agencies – the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(the Corps) and the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation). Collectively, these agencies maximize the use
of the Columbia River by generating power, protecting fish and wildlife, controlling floods, providing
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irrigation and navigation, and sustaining cultural resources. The 31 federally owned multipurpose dams
on the Columbia and its tributaries that comprise the FCRPS provide about 60 percent of the region’s
hydroelectric generating capacity (www.bpa.gov/power/pg/fcrps_brochure_17x11.pdf).
The Corps and Reclamation own and operate the Federal Columbia River Power System (FCRPS) of
hydro projects on the Columbia and lower Snake Rivers while the Bonneville Power Administration
markets and distributes the power generated from these dams. Revenues collected through power rates
cover the cost of operating and maintaining these projects and contribute to the region’s efforts to protect
and rebuild fish and wildlife populations in the Columbia River Basin through implementation of the
Northwest Power Planning Council’s Fish and Wildlife Program. BPA, the Corps, and Reclamation are
responsible for operating this system in compliance with the Endangered Species Act and other Federal
laws.
Endangered Species Act (1973)
In 1973, the U.S. Congress passes the Endangered Species Act (ESA), protecting species of plants and
animals that the federal government considers threatened or endangered. The Act would impact Columbia
River system operations as species were listed as threatened or endangered under the act in subsequent
years.
Several studies, agreements, and activities have been undertaken in response to the listing of salmon,
steelhead and sturgeon species in the Columbia Basin under the ESA. Three salmon species have been
listed under ESA by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS): the Snake River sockeye salmon
(endangered listing of November 20, 1991), the Snake River fall chinook salmon (threatened listing of
April 22, 1992), and the Snake River spring/summer chinook salmon (threatened listing of April 22, 1992
reclassified to endangered listing of August 18, 1994).
The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) listed the Kootenai River white sturgeon as an
endangered species in September 1994. Recently steelhead have been listed under ESA. The ESA listings
for steelhead are the Upper Columbia River steelhead (endangered listing of October 17, 1997) and Snake
River steelhead (threatened listing of October 17, 1997). The ESA listings were followed by numerous
litigations, court findings, agency studies, and agency decisions.
Water Resources Development Act of 1974, PL 93-251 (1974)
This public law impacted Kootenai Basin Development by multiple authorizations, including:
•
•

•

•

Section 1, which authorized advanced engineering and design of “the project for installation of power
generating facilities at the Libby Reregulating Dam (Senate Document #92-29)”
Section 48, which amended Section 7 of the River Basin Monetary Authorization and Miscellaneous
Civil Works Amendment Act of 1970 (84 Stat 310) to limit the cost of fish mitigation measures to
$4,000,000.
Section 49, which modified the 1950 project authorization by specifying that the Corps should limit
land acquisition for mitigation of wildlife grazing lands to 12,000 acres at a federal expense not to
exceed $2,000,000 and that all lands would be transferred to the State of Montana without monetary
compensation.
Section 56, which modified the 1950 project authorization to compensate the drainage districts and
owners of leveed and unleveed tracts, in Kootenai Flats, Boundary County, Idaho that experienced
damage from Libby Dam operations. Problems included gravity drains, structures, pumps, additional
pumping operational costs, pumphouse improvements, crop damage, and erosion damage. All
compensation was limited by the law to $1,500,000.
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The full text of the law is available online at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service website titled, Corps of
Engineers Civil Works Programs: (http://www.fws.gov/r9dhcbfa/corps%20civils%20works.htm).
Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act, USC 839-839h, (1980)
This law addresses the impact on fish and wildlife of hydroelectric dams on the Columbia River. It
establishes the Pacific Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Planning Council and directs the
Council to adopt a regional energy conservation and electric power plan and a program to protect,
mitigate and enhance fish and wildlife on the Columbia River and its tributaries. The law also sets forth
provisions the Administrator of BPA must follow in selling power, acquiring resources, implementing
energy conservation measures, and setting rates for the sale and disposition of electric energy.
The law enumerates several purposes concerning the supply of electric power in the Pacific Northwest.
Among other things, the law is intended to: assure the Pacific Northwest of an adequate, efficient,
economical and reliable power supply; provide for the participation and consultation of the Pacific
Northwest states, local governments, consumers, customers, users of the Columbia River System
(including federal and state fish and wildlife agencies and Indian tribes), and the public; ensure
development of regional plans and programs related to energy conservation; renewable and other
resources; protecting, mitigating, and enhancing fish and wildlife resources; facilitating the planning of
the region’s power system; and providing environmental quality. The law also is intended to protect,
mitigate and enhance the fish and wildlife, including related spawning grounds and habitat, of the
Columbia River and its tributaries, particularly anadromous fish.
The law authorizes the establishment of a Pacific Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Planning
Council (commonly called the Northwest Power Planning Council) to prepare and adopt a regional
conservation and electric power plan and a program to protect, mitigate and enhance fish and wildlife.
The Council must establish a voluntary scientific and statistical advisory committee to assist in the
development, collection and evaluation of relevant statistical, biological, economic, social, environmental
and other scientific information. The Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Coordination Act of
1980 created the Pacific Northwest Power and Conservation Planning Council (commonly called
Northwest Power Planning Council).
Northwest Power Planning Council (1980)
The Northwest Power Planning Council was created by Congress to give the citizens of Idaho, Montana,
Oregon and Washington a stronger voice in determining the future of key resources common to all four
states; namely, the electricity generated at and fish and wildlife affected by the Columbia River Basin
hydropower dams.
The Council is a unique organization that helps the Pacific Northwest states make critical decisions that
balance the multiple purposes of the Columbia River and its tributaries. The Council is funded by
wholesale power revenues from the Bonneville Power Administration, the federal agency that markets the
electricity generated at federal dams on the Columbia River.
The Council was authorized in the Northwest Power Act of 1980 and approved by a vote of the
legislatures of all four states. The governor of each state appoints two members to serve on the Council.
The Power Act contains three principal mandates for the Council to carry out:
•

·Develop a 20-year electric power plan that will guarantee adequate and reliable energy at the lowest
economic and environmental cost to the Northwest. Energy conservation, renewable resources, such
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as wind power, solar, geothermal and biomass, and high-efficiency resources, such as those that use
heat from manufacturing processes to also generate electricity, are listed in the Power Act as
priorities.
•

·Develop a fish and wildlife program to protect and rebuild populations affected by hydropower
development in the Columbia River Basin. Fish and wildlife program. Specifically, the Northwest
Power Act of 1980 directs the Council to develop a program to protect, mitigate and enhance fish and
wildlife of the Columbia River Basin that have been impacted by hydropower dams, and make annual
funding recommendations to the Bonneville Power Administration for projects to implement the
program. The F7W Program has produced the following documents:
o
2000 Columbia River Fish and Wildlife Program
o
1994 Columbia River Fish and Wildlife Program
o
Both above reports are available online at http://www.nwcouncil.org/library/
2000/2000-19/Default.htm)

•

· Conduct an extensive program to educate and involve the public in the Council’s decisionmaking processes.

•

State, tribal and local governments often work closely with the Council as it develops its power and fish
and wildlife plans, and these entities also implement measures in those plans. The power plan and fish
and wildlife program are updated at least every five years.
(http://www.nwcouncil.org/about/background.htm)
The plans and policies the council develops and approves are implemented by numerous agencies
including Bonneville Power Administration, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, and
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority (1987)
The Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority (CBFWA) is an organization whose membership
consists of the four state and two federal fish and wildlife management entities and thirteen Indian tribes
of the Columbia River Basin. CBFWA members are the legally recognized managers of the fish and
wildlife resources as identified by federal and state statutes, treaties and court actions.
The members established the CBFWA by charter in 1987 (revised 2000 Charter available online at
CBFWA website http://www.cbfwf.org/files/finalcharter102500.pdf ) with the aim to:
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate the efforts of its members to protect and enhance fish and wildlife resources of the Basin
through joint planning and action
Provide an open forum for its members to exchange information on matters affecting anadromous and
resident fish, wildlife resources, and habitat concerns in the Basin and develop unified positions
Assure comprehensive planning and implementation of the Northwest Power Planning Council’s Fish
and Wildlife Program
Improve the quality of fish and wildlife decision making
Influence other regional decision makers

The members identified three general objectives or areas of involvement through the Authority:
•
•

Coordinate the fish and wildlife activities of interagency and tribal concern
Facilitate interagency and tribal involvement in the implementation of the Northwest Power Planning
Council’s Fish and Wildlife Program
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Interact with the water and land planning and management authorities of the Columbia River Basin

The CBFWA is comprised of the following tribes and government agencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burns Paiute Tribe
Coeur d’Alene Tribe of Idaho
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation
Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation
Idaho Department of Fish & Game
Kalispell Tribe
Kootenai Tribe of Idaho
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
National Marine Fisheries Service
Nez Perce Tribe of Idaho
Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of Fort Hall
Shoshone-Paiute Tribes of Duck Valley
Spokane Tribe of Indians
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

Coordinating Agencies include:
•
•

Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission
Upper Columbia United Tribes

Columbia River System Operation Review (1995)
The Columbia River System Operation Review (SOR) was a five-year study undertaken as a joint effort
of the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the Bonneville Power Administration. The
study focus was on the operation of 14 Federal Columbia River system hydropower projects. A main goal
for this study was to develop a system operating strategy and regional forum for allowing interested
parties, other than the Federal agencies, a long-term role in system planning. Another goal was to
undertake the necessary studies to address the approaching expiration of the Pacific Northwest
Coordination Agreement (PNCA) and the Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreement (CEAA). The
SOR provided the background studies for decisions on renewal of these agreements. Which were both
renewed in 1997.
The continued decline of salmon runs in the Columbia basin surfaced the need to examine ways to
improve survival of salmon and other species. Columbia River salmon and sturgeon survival evolved as
the major focus of the SOR when certain Snake River salmon species and the Kootenai River white
sturgeon were listed as endangered or threatened species under the ESA. With the ESA listings, the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) became a key player in the SOR. The study not only served as
a vehicle to examine possible changes in the operation of the Columbia system, but it also provided an
avenue to develop, evaluate, and implement recovery actions under ESA. The outcome of the report was
an Environmental Impact Statement, which covered the draft salmon and sturgeon recovery actions and
the renewal of the regional power agreements.
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The final EIS was published in November 1995 and consisted of a Main report and twenty technical
appendices. The EIS covered four decision areas: (1) a long term system operation strategy for the
Columbia-Snake system, (2) a process for involving regional interests in the review and recommendation
process, (3) a renewal process for the regional power coordination process (PNCA), and (4) a course of
action for the Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreement (CEAA). The final analysis evaluated in detail
seven separate system operating strategies which included a wide range of possibilities; from operating
the system to optimize power generation, to an operation that would severely reduce power generation to
enhance salmon and sturgeon survival.
The strategies that would most impact hydropower production included lowering several reservoirs to a
“natural river elevation,” or operating the reservoirs to maximize flow augmentation during the
downstream migration of salmon. The flow augmentation plans would drastically reduce the power pool
storage and flexibility during the peak load winter months. The agencies’ Preferred Alternative
represented the operation of the 14 Federal dams as recommended by the NMFS and the USFWS in their
BiOp to support the recovery of ESA listed species. On February 20, 1997 the Corps issued a Record of
Decision (ROD) to implement the preferred alternative (the Reasonable and Prudent Alternative (RPA))
and to respond to the NMFS Biological Opinion. A Supplemental Biological Opinion was issued May 14,
1998. This supplements the 1995 FCRPS BiOp.
The purpose of the Supplement was to reinitiate the consultation of the BiOp to consider the effects of the
Federal Columbia River Power System (FCRPS) on recently listed species of anadromous fish: Snake
River, Upper Columbia River, and Lower Columbia River steelhead. The objectives of the consultation
were to determine whether the operation of the FCRPS as proposed in the supplement is likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of the newly listed steelhead. The Supplemental BiOp recommends
continued Hydro-Regulation Analyses to allow fish and wildlife managers to evaluate alternative system
costs and operations, an additional flow objective for the Columbia River above Priest Rapids Dam,
adjusting the April date at which system reservoirs must achieve upper rule curve. The 1995 BiOp
remains in full effect except where the Supplemental BiOp changes particular measures or establishes
additional measures. The record of consultation and summary of decision dated June 24, 1998, documents
the decision to implement certain actions identified in the Supplemental Biological Opinion
dated May 14, 1998.
System Configuration Study (1995)
The System Configuration Study (SCS) was initiated by the Corps of Engineers in 1991 to evaluate
technical, environmental, and economic effects of potential modifications of Federal dams and reservoirs
on the Snake and Columbia Rivers with the goal of improving survival rates for anadromous salmonids
migrating down river.
Phase I, completed in June 1995, was a reconnaissance level screening of 22 alternatives to improve
passage, possible upstream water storage sites for augmentation flows, annual drawdown of the four
Lower Snake River projects and John Day, and collection facilities upstream of Lower Granite Dam. The
study narrowed the list of options to be considered in greater detail to three possible drawdown options.
Phase II developed into a major feasibility study called The Lower Snake River Juvenile Salmon
Migration Feasibility Study, that focused on study of various drawdown alternatives for the lower four
Snake River Dams.
Canadian Entitlement Allocation Extension (1997)
On April 29, 1997, five Canadian Entitlement Allocation Extension Agreements (CEAEA) were executed
between the BPA and each of the five public utility district-owned dams on the mid-Columbia River. The
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five mid-Columbia projects are Priest Rapids, Wanapum, Wells, Rock Island and Rocky Reach. The
CEAA was executed in 1964 and describes the distribution of power benefits gained in the United States
from the Canadian storage provided by the Columbia River Treaty. The CEAEA will begin to replace the
CEAA in 1998 when the first portion of the Canadian Entitlement is returned to Canada.
The Federal Caucus (1999)
In Spring 1999, the Federal Caucus announced its formation and intent to collaborate on recovery
strategies across the Columbia Basin and across hydropower, habitat, hatchery and harvest impacts. The
Federal Caucus is a collaborative consortium of the nine Federal agencies that have natural resource
responsibilities under the Endangered Species Act as it relates to the Columbia River Basin. These
agencies have differing authorities and jurisdictions for recovery:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) - Endangered Species Act (ESA) jurisdiction over
anadromous fish; it also has a role regulating fisheries.
US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) - ESA jurisdiction over plants, wildlife and resident fish and
also operates and administers hatchery programs and national wildlife refuges.
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) - markets electricity from federal dams; it also has a key role
funding fish and wildlife mitigation.
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) - operates federal dams and locks for multiple uses.
US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) - operates federal dams for multiple uses.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - implements and enforces the Clean Water Act.
US Forest Service (USFS) - manages the national forest system.
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) - manages 16,233,739 acres of public lands in Oregon and
370,110 acres in Washington for wildlife, recreation, timber harvest, livestock grazing, mineral
extraction and other public uses.
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) - trustee for tribal and individual Indian lands and resources held in
trust.
Libby Coordination Agreement

USFWS Biological Opinion for Bull Trout and Kootenai River White Sturgeon (2000)
On December 20, 2000, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) released its biological opinion
(BiOp) for Bull Trout and Kootenai River White Sturgeon. The BiOp was developed as part of
consultations with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation, which operate the
Federal dams, and the Bonneville Power Administration, which sells the electricity generated at the dams.
The dams included in the Service’s biological opinion are: Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day and McNary
dams (Lower Columbia River facilities); Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, Lower Granite
and Dworshak dams (Lower Snake River and Clearwater facilities); Grand Coulee, Albeni Falls, Libby,
Hungry Horse, and Chief Joseph dams and Banks Lake Pump Storage (Upper Columbia River facilities).
These projects are located in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana.
The proposed action analyzed by the biological opinion is the operation and maintenance of these
projects, which comprise the Federal Columbia River Power System. At issue are the effects of operating
the Federal Columbia River Power System (FCRPS) on the endangered Kootenai River white sturgeon
(sturgeon), and threatened bull trout. The Service’s opinion concluded that the proposed action will
jeopardize the continued existence of the Kootenai River white sturgeon but will not jeopardize the
continued existence of bull trout.
The Service worked with the action agencies to develop a comprehensive list of activities known as
reasonable and prudent alternatives and conservation measures to avoid jeopardy and minimize impacts to
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the species. The Service worked closely with the action agencies and the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) to complete this consultation and several coordination meetings were held between
representatives of the action agencies, the Service, and NMFS.
Impacts to bull trout and Kootenai River white sturgeon were found to occur mostly in the upper reaches
of the basin, hence, the opinion recommended changes in operations in the biological opinion to minimize
adverse effects focus on the Upper Columbia River FCRPS dams (i.e., Hungry Horse, Libby and Albeni
Falls dams). The Service and the action agencies reached agreement on changes in operations that will
minimize the adverse effects of those facilities on bull trout. For example, agreement was reached on the
need for minimum flows and summer and winter ramping rates at Libby and Hungry Horse dams. The
opinion also includes implementation of a modified flood control operation (VAR Q) at Hungry Horse
Dam that will provide more water for listed resident fish and salmon. Operations at Albeni Falls Dam to
benefit kokanee salmon, a key food source for bull trout in Lake Pend Oreille, are also addressed in the
opinion. With regard to Kootenai River white sturgeon, requirements in the biological opinion focus on
operations of Libby Dam to provide late spring flows to help “trigger” spawning, and to provide for
rearing habitat for the fish. Implementation of VAR Q at Libby Dam, which is a reasonable and prudent
alternative, provides additional flows that are critical for sturgeon.
Bull trout occur in the main stem Columbia and lower Snake rivers but their use of these areas is not well
known. Therefore, the primary requirements of the biological opinion for facilities in these areas are to:1)
require monitoring to better determine presence of bull trout; 2) ensure that upstream and downstream
passage for bull trout is not impeded; 3) determine the effect of flow fluctuations on stranding or
entrapment of bull trout; and 4) minimize uncontrolled spill and the effects of total dissolved gas on the
species.
Overall Measures to Address Needs of Bull Trout and Sturgeon included:
•
•
•
•

Action agencies will provide annual operating plan (1 and 5 year plans) to describe how actions will
be implemented.
Action agencies describe an approach for dealing with/reporting on emergency operations in response
to generation or transmission emergencies.
Action agencies will provide an annual report describing the frequency and duration of flow changes
at Hungry Horse and Libby dams needed to provide voltage stability.
Action agencies will conduct studies of costs and feasibility of options that will preclude the use of
Libby and Hungry Horse dams to ensure voltage and transmission stability.

Full text of the BiOp is available online at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Pacific Region website
(http://pacific.fws.gov/finalbiop/BiOp.html).
2003-2007 Implementation Plan (2002)
The BiOps guide implementation of measures by the Action Agencies to protect and further the recovery
of ESA-listed Columbia River Basin salmon, steelhead, bull trout, and Kootenai River white sturgeon
(See Table 1.1). They provide a flexible framework of performance standards for the FCRPS and other
conservation measures over the 10-year period from 2000 to 2010.
Implementation plans are called for under the BiOps and provide the conceptual foundation and the
management framework for coordinating actions to further recovery. The Action Agencies first
implementation plan, the Endangered Species Act Implementation Plan (2002-2006) for the Federal
Columbia River Power System (2002-2006 5-Year Plan), was published as a draft in July 2001 and
circulated for review. The Action Agencies discussed the draft 2002-2006 5-Year Plan with states, tribes,
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and Columbia Basin stakeholders throughout the region. Although the 2002-2006 5-Year Plan was not
finalized, the Action Agencies incorporated or responded to comments received in subsequent
implementation plans.
The 2002-2006 5-Year Plan was quickly followed by the release of the first annual implementation plan
in November 2001. The Endangered Species Act 2002 Annual Implementation Plan for the Federal
Columbia River Power System (2002 1-Year Plan) provided details about the Action Agencies’ measures
planned for implementation in FY 2002, and summarized expected modifications from the BiOps.
In May 2002, the Action Agencies issued their Endangered Species Act 2001 Progress Report for the
Federal Columbia River Power System (2001 Progress Report). The 2001 Progress Report documented
the Columbia River Basin fish recovery measures implemented by the three Action Agencies in fiscal
year 2001. The Action Agencies’ overall conclusion was that implementation of the BiOps was on track
and expected to meet BiOp benchmarks set for the first interim “check-in” in 2003.
In July 2002, NMFS issued a Findings Letter to the Action Agencies regarding the adequacy of their 2001
implementation efforts and 2002 1-Year Plan. NMFS found that the Action Agencies had made sufficient
progress implementing hydrosystem improvements and offsite mitigation measures in 2001 and through
the 2002 1-Year Plan. NMFS also found that other federal agencies began implementing complementary
activities anticipated by the Final Basinwide Salmon Recovery Strategy (All-H Strategy) and that states
and tribes had taken measures to help recover stocks in a manner consistent with NMFS’ expectations
when the BiOp was issued in December 2000. The Findings Letter also emphasized areas where future
efforts should be focused and identified issues needing resolution.
On November 6th, the Bonneville Power Administration, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and Bureau of
Reclamation released the FINAL 2003/2003-2007 Implementation Plan for the Federal Columbia River
Power System (FCRPS). The Plan identifies and describes the specific measures that the three agencies
plan to implement in fiscal years 2003 - 2007 and addresses the actions called for in the National Marine
Fisheries (NMFS) and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 2000 FCRPS Biological Opinions. The Plan
also addresses comments received on the draft Plan and includes updates to the NMFS Biological
Opinion action. The Plan is a 5-year blueprint that organizes the agencies’ collective actions to achieve
FCRPS performance standards for fish recovery established in the NMFS and FWS 2000 Biological
Opinions. The full text of this implementation plan is available online at the Federal Caucus’ Salmon
Recovery website (http://www.salmonrecovery.gov/Archive_BiOp_Implementation.shtml).
Environmental Assessment of Operations at Libby and Hungry Horse Dams (2002)
Interim implementation of alternate flood control and fish operations at Montana’s Libby and Hungry
Horse Dams is the focus of the final environmental assessment which the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation released in December 2002. The alternative flood control operation is
termed VARQ - an abbreviation of variable Q, signifying a variable discharge option.
This final environmental assessment is part of the agencies’ response to recommendations by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service in their December 2000 biological
opinions on operating the Federal Columbia River Power System dams to protect stocks of fish listed as
threatened and endangered.
The complete document is available online, at the Seattle District Corps of Engineers website:
(www.nws.usace.army.mil/PublicMenu/Menu.cfm?sitename=VARQ&pagename=VARQ)
Interim VarQ Implementation at Libby and Hungry Horse Dams (2002)
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On December 31, 2002, the Seattle District, Corps of Engineers decided to immediately implement
VARQ alternative flood control operations at Libby Dam on an interim basis pending outcome of the EIS
now being prepared for a long-term decision on implementation of VARQ or another preferred
alternative. Interim VARQ implementation at Hungry Horse Dam commenced in spring, 2002.
Interim VARQ implementation was done to address the Corps’ and Reclamation’s requirements under the
US Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service Biological Opinions of December
2000. For Hungry Horse, Reclamation prepared a voluntary environmental assessment in March, 2002.
For interim VARQ implementation at Libby Dam, the Corps prepared an environmental assessment and a
finding of no significant impact that was signed by the Corps of Engineers’ Seattle District Engineer,
following which a decision document was signed by the Corps’ Division (regional) Engineer in Portland.
The final environmental assessments on interim implementation of VARQ at Libby and Hungry Horse
dams are available on the Seattle District, Corps of Engineers website:
(http://www.nws.usace.army.mil/PublicMenu/Menu.cfm?sitename=VARQ&pagename=VARQ_Links).
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Appendix B – Kootenai Flats Erosion Study Maps (from USACE 1983)
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Appendix C – Historic Cross Section Plots – 1929 and 1956 (from USGS 1929
and USACE 1956)
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Figure C-1. Cross Section at River Mile 35.97
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Figure C-2. Cross Section at River Mile 36.97
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Figure C-3. Cross Section at River Mile 40.75
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Figure C-4. Cross Section at River Mile 41.83
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Figure C-5. Cross Section at River Mile 43.3
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Figure C-6. Cross Section at River Mile 44.57
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Figure C-7. Cross Section at River Mile 45.66
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Figure C-8. Cross Section at River Mile 46.36
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Figure C-9. Cross Section at River Mile 46.65
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Appendix D – Vibra-Core Samples for the Kootenai River, Straight Reach 1
(from USGS)
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